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THE GREENBOOK SYSTEM FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Previous ERIC publications for the Greenbook System are:

Purplebook Alpha--ED 103 083
Purplebook Gamma--ED 103 084
Greenbook Worksheecs--ED 103 085

These materials are no longer available *from Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co.
Using institutions may reproduce from ERIC microfiches for instructional
purposes.

I promised to release Purplebook Delta in this issue of GBASC. I botched
a part of it and I'm trying to fix it. Later...

On pages 2.2-2.14: A Heuristic Aid fbr Writing Perfbrmance Objective
Statements in Philosophy.

This was presented at the National Workshop/Conference on Teaching
Philosophy, August, 1976, at Union College,,Schenectady, NY. It uses
the trappings of set-theoretical metalanguage.

On pages 2.15-2.32: Planning Checklist fbr PIloAssiorial Academic Conventions
and ConArences. It was inspired by Professor Jan Ludwig's superb perform-
ance as logistical host ancl, Dr. Terrell Ward Bynum's organization of the
aforementioned conference; a delightful contrast to the usually abominable
way in which philosophers conduct their conferencesr

Interested in knowing moce about the subject? Contact:

J. Downs Herold, Director
Department of Conferences and Institutes
University of Michigan Extention Service
350 South Thayer
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

My thanks to him for his bellyful comments. He advises that this item is
more appropriate for a large (200+) program and might scare off someone
with a smaller program in mind. True. If this applies to you, remember
that you can skip the items that don't apply.

Much of this checklist was reproduced, with permission, from one similar
in scope that's distributed by:

Convention Service
Greater Vancouver Convention S Visitors Bureau
650 Burrard St.
Vancouver, BC V6C 2L2
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A Heuristic Aid for Writing Performance Objective
Statements in Philosophy. Walter A. Coole,
Skagit Valley College.t

The purpose of this device is to facilitate the writing of performance
objectives.

The most difficult operation of such a
from a part of one's vocab.ulary,that's

The way to make it easier is to search
in hopes that one can recognize a word
describes the desired outcome. (Think
a family of meanings for a term.)

Once this is accomplished, one can use
sharpen the statement.

task is recalling the right verb
normally inactive.

a structured list of paradigms
or phrase which approximately
about Wittgenstein's notion of

some standard reference works to

No preliminary knowledge of the performance-objective task is necessary;
however, if you feel the desire to go furthur, I'd suggest one of the
following to learn more aboUt the technique of writing such statements:

1. Mager, Robert F. P'reparing InstructionaL Objectives. Fearon
Press, 1962.

2. Boston, Robert E. How to Write and Ilse Performance Objectives
to IndividuaZize Instruction. (4 vols.) Educational Technology
Publications, 1972.

3. Burns, Richard W. New Approaches to BehavioraZ Objectives.
William C. Brown Company, Publishers. 1972.

4. Kibler, Robert J., et al. Objectives for instruction and EvaZ-
uation. Allyn & Bacon, Inc. 1974.

The following is a classic on classification and a..1. ains some of the
technical jargon used:

5. Bloom, Benjamin S., et al. Taxonomy of E44cationaZ Objectives.
Book I: Cognitive Domain. David McKay Company, Inc. 1956.

And of course, the philosophic background for all this can be studied*in:

6. Ryle, Gilbert: The Concept of Mind. London, 1949.

The working tools you'll need will be:

en- of
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Roget's Thesaurus
Rodale's Word Finder
Compact Oxford English Dictionary

THE CANONICAL FORM

Performance objective statements or "behavioral objectives" are written
in different styles, depending on their use and who's reading them. For
the pruposes of thrashing out a statement from which stylistic variations
can be written, it's convenient to stipulate a single canonical form.

Rhetorically, this results in a turgid sentence; but the canonical form
is a good working tool form which to produce a readable, accurate final
statement.

Here it is...

TERMINATION IDENTIFIER: At the end of this {course, unit, lesson, workshop,
seminar, field trip, happening...)

SUBJECT: the {student, participant, seeker ofwisdom...1

SIMPLE PERDICATE: will be able to {an active verb, describing observable
performance of the learner)

OBJECT: {the "product" of the behavior, operating on the subject learned)

using {what instruments, things?)
upon {what cues, btimulus?)

QUALIPIERS:5 given {what data, memory cues?)
(how well?).

at a rate of 0 within ...)

THE PROCESS

Take your pencil in hand. Write:

At the end of.this

To complete the termination identifier, turn to page 3.

1

5
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THE TERMINATION IDENTIFIER

What kind of educational event --what size- -are you describing?

Some paradigms

COURSE

About a chapter or a week's work
that forms a unity? UNIT

A day's work or a section of a
few pages in the text? A single
small concept?

Peers, working together?

Want your rhetoric to be a bit
campy?

Using field-trip money for an
outing?

Perhaps...

LESSON

WORKSHOP
SEMINAR

HAPPENING

FIELD TRIP

RETREAT
SYMPOSIUM
FORUM
ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION
PRACTICUM

Copy the word out or put something in that serves the purpose.

Then, write "the".

Next, let's pin down the subject of the sentence. Keep in mind that
we're not describing the teacher, the chairman, or proctor; we're talking
about the person who's supposed to be learning.

Turn to page 4 for some paradigms of a canonical subject.

6

...
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THE SUBJECT

Some paradigms

In most teaching situations... STUDENT

But in course syllabi, and other YOU (and omit "the").
documents addressed to students,
it's more direct to use...

But if the learners are peers, it's PARTICIPANT
politic to use...

Some fancy language, smuggling in
overtones include...

SUPERIOR SCHOLAR
SEEKER FOR WISDOM
TRUE DISCIPLE
ASTUTE READER

And in special situations, perhaps...AUDIENCE
VISITOR
SEMINARIAN

Choose or invent a subject for your growing sentence, and let's turn
to the tough one, the simple predicate.

Extend the sentence with: "...will be able to..." and then set the
pencil down.

Contemplate the subject matter of the instruction and the students
who are learning (or whatever).

We're going to chase the paradigmatic verb deductively. Consider
the most general classes of performance pint desire as the outcome
among the following.

Knowledge
Comprehension
Application

Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation

You don't have to rake an irreversable decision yet. Turn to page
5 for more details.
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SELECTING THE PARADIGMATIC VERB

Using the index below, select a page

When you choose the page to search, s
describes the kind of learning you're
that verb or verb-phrase as the next
being constructed. Then, proceed to

KNOWLEDGE OF...

on which to search for a paradigm.

elect the verb that most closely
trying to effect; then write

part of the canonical sentence
page 11.

specifics P. 6
methods pertaining to specifics 4- P. 6
philosophic abstractions P, 7

COMPREHENSION OF...

translations
interpretations P. 8
extrapolations

PHILOSOPHIC APPLICATIONS P. 8

PHILOSOPHIC ANALYSIS OF...

elements
relations
organizational principle

P. 9

SYNTHESIS...

unique communication
proposing plans , P. 10
deriving anstract relation-sets

EVALUATION IN TERMS OF...

internal criteria
empirical consideration3 P. 10

8
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Paradigm
KNOWLEDGE OF...

specifics

terminology define {term}
use {term} in discourse

in a conventional manner
associate {term} to

{referent}

individual facts recall that {factual
statement}

recall or recognize
characteristics of
{fact}

methods pertaining to specifics

conventions, protocols recall {rules}
reate {ru:es}
recognize the applicability

of {rules}
locate a statament of {rule}
apply {rule} {coriectly,

as would,
without violating

trends and sequences describe {trenda,
sequences}

anticipate {the probable re-
sult, the next entity...}

locate a {member, step}
within {trend, se-
quence}

classifications describe {general outline,
categories...}:in
{claseihing systems}

name differentia of {sub-
categories}

classify {item} according to
{system}

criteria name, recognize, or recall
{criterial element}
'by which {item)
is to-be judged

name, describe, locate a
description of, or
recognize {algorithmic,
heuristic} method by
which to {attack problems,
approach situations,
evaluate, prove; invest-
igate , develop I -,-.

methodology
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Paradigm
KNOWLEDGE OF...

philosophic absttactions

concepts name
exemplify
describe
recognize instances of...
give elements of {with, without

interrelationship}

principles, doctrines, state
teadhings, precepts summarize

recognize applications of...
list the concepts used
give {rationales, arguments,

jAstifications, evidence (partial)}
for...

theories, hypotheses, summarize
worldviews recognize expressions of...

identify {slogans, mottoes,
apothegms} of

10
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Paradigm

(DEMONSTRATITING) PHILOSOPHIC COMPREHENSION OF...

translations, restatements

interpretations

extrapolations

-PHILOSOPHIC APPLICATIONS

expres3 in the words of
{vhe student, another
philosopher, a practitioner,
the ordinary person, ...}

translate from die original
formulation to {another
naturaZ Language, symbolic
formulation (Rocellian,

Polish notation),
the jargon of

tell how would react to
{item}

give an account of how
would attempt to

tell what would have
probably done if

hadn't been the case
tell how {philosopher} would have

reacted to {contemporary
events, conditions}

tell how {philosopher} would
have responded to{subsequent
critics, alternatives}

produce a "Copernican Revolution"
involving {item}
using {philosophic concept,
principle, weltanschauungl

challenge "conventional wisdom"
about {item}

develop a reductio as absurdum
of {item} using -

reapply the {principle, etc...}
{discipline, problem,
event,...1

discover {errors, fallacies)
in

explain the failure of

1 1
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PHILOSOPHIC ANALYSIS OF...

elementa

relationships

principles

Paradigm

identify {assumptions, hypo-
thesis, motives, intentions}

distinguish between premises
conclusions

discriminate between normative,
substantive, and formal
statements

identify {illustrations}
and separate from
{argumentative state-
ments}

recognize {aalid and invalid
arguments}

isolate {irrelevant statements}
prioritize {statements}

according to {marks of
significance, importance,
precedence}

recognize {elements, concepts
and their interrelationships}

describe {formal patterns,schema}
of {structures, principles}

surmise plausible explanations of
{motive, purpose, viewpoint}



SYNTHESIS...

unique communication

proposing plans

EVALUATION IN TERMS OF...

internal criteTia

empirical considerations

describe
explain
account for
ccwpare
contrast
discuss
explicate
prove (theorem)

devise a test...
write an algorithm
construct a conceptual

(schema)

formulate a (theory, hypothesis)

judge by internal standards
(eg. Did the author
accomplish his aims?)

assess the precision of language
used

decide if (item) is consistent;
in case it isn't, demonstrate
the inconsistency and assess
its malignancy

compare to (caternativo} in terms
of elegance and utility

appraise in light of (aomptable
oritorta}

13
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After writing the paradigmatic simple predicate, write the subject-matter
that's been studied in place Of a direct object. The result will seldom
be a correct sentence and indeed will probAbly be a string of symbols
in approximate English sentence-order; like...

At the end of this lesson the student will be able to

tell how (philosopher} would have reacted io (contemporary event)

Machiavelli's The Prince.

This nonsensical word-string may well suggest something, however.
For instance, one may conclave from this word-string, an
extrapolation on Machiavelle in terms of the Watergate Affair.

Before jumping to a hasty formulation, however, it's a good idea to
fill in qualifiers.

Not all qualifier-phrases are needed in every context.

QUALIFIER PHRASES

Pdradigm

Conditions

specified materials

cues, memory devices, stimuli

Standards

quality

circumstances

14

paper, pencil, pen
special formats, eg. "Blue book"

proof-sheets

textbook
Runes' Dictionary of Philosophy
a single sheet of notes made

by the student previously
an arbitrarily selected item

from a previously selected
list

MLA Styleshest form
grammatically correct English
logically valid
to the joint satisfaction of

the student and teacher
conforming to the general standards

of the discipline as judged
by the instructor

in conventional testing situations
in a taks-homa test
as a lengthy project
under stressful conditions

(specify)
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QUALIFIER PHRASES (concluded)

Paradigm

rates of performance

Having specified the qualifier phrases by
consider mode and limitations.

oral

written

other

MODE

within an hour
(project) within two weeks
in approximately 50 hours'

uyrking time over a.
peroid of three weeks

paradigm, you have yet to

LIMITATIONS

Paradigm

verbally, using notes prepared
in advance or.without,notes .

verbally, form a prepared verbatim
transcript

with vistial aids fOr presenting
technical notes which have
been preparedln:advance.

subject to intirjeated questions
by: the inetr4tor, fel-.
low atudents,:41 committee

in an objective test (Multiple-
tholes, truO.false, fill-
in, clothing)

in an essiY eniai$nation
in a research ifeRmr,WaPproxiMatoly

'WSW length

01111MIM

The primary limitation of the teacher's prerogatives in specifying
performance requirements is the student's right to academic
freedom.

Most formal statements of students' academic rights prohibit requiring
the student to adopt a particular belief,or make a specific colmittment
to a program of action. He must learn the course-content thoroughly,
but is free to take reasoned exception to any opinions and Way question
data within reason. No statement that I have inspected seems to take
a position on the verities Of formal logic or mathematics.

A second limitation seems to be the student's ri';..t to be free of
arbitrary and capricious evaluation. In departments with a large number
of phjlosophy instructorswho have diverse vilawe--it should be de rigueur
to settle claims of caprice under collegial decision.

4 :!.
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In small one-man departments, I commend the Skagit Valley College
model. In relations to students, I have committed myself to settle
such conflicts under the arbitration of any qualified teacher
at an accredited department in the state under condition that if I
lose the argument, the arbiter will specify something for me to
read which will expose the information I'm deficient of.

Before final framing of the performance objective statement in
canonical formulation, then it would be wise to keep in mind
two limitations:

1. the student's right to preserve autonomous judgement
and belief

2. the student's right to be free of caprice

WRITING THE CANONICAL FORM

Extending the example on page 11, with qualifier phrases and modalities
(and keeping autonomy and reason in mind)...

At the end of this lesson the student will be able to

tell how {philosopher} would have reacted to {contemporary

event} Machiavelli's The Prince (Watergate) using

the resources of the college library after two days preparation

verbally, using notes prepared in advance subject to questions

interjected by the instructor and fellow students

Hopefully, this symbol-string will be meaningful enough to suggest
a performance objective you'd choose. Use of the following vocabulary
tools may suggest more accurate descriptors if they're needed:

The (Compact Edition of the) Oxford English Dictionary
Roget's Thesaurus
Rodale's Word Finder
Sissons' Synonyms

If I had readhed this point, I'd be content with the paradigms and
write out the performance objective statement thus:

At the end of this lesson, the student will be able to
tell how Machiavelli would have reacted to the Watergate
Affair according to the principles he advocated in
The Prince, using resources of the college library,
after two days preparation. The student will render his
report in a (junior-level) seminar orally, using notes
prepared in advance and will be subject to questions
interjected by the instructor and fellow students.
The student's estimate of Machiavelli's reaction must
be plausible with major elements of the estimate identified
and argued for.

16
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s
Name oli Event:

Pcapode: (be specific)

PoAticipants (deAscpti.ve) :

PLANNING CHECKLIST FOR PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMIC CONVENTIONS AND CONFERENCES

Vateo:

Location:
T 17
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Convention Omanization

Addte44 local contaet

1

Convening or Sponsoring Organization (Note here, the amount of support--in dollars or in kind-!' being given.)

CONVENTION OFFICERS

General Chairman Responsible for the easy and coordinated action of the entire committee

structure, Reports to the Executive Committee of the convening organization,

ViceChairman Acts or the General Chairman in his absence or incapacity and cooperates generally
with him on all matters,



Treasurer is custodian of all monies. He maintains all financial records and pays all bills after proper

certification, It is desirable that he be bonded.

Secretary Maintains all files and records of the organization, issues, calls for and keeps minutes of

Executive Committee and General Committee meetings and handles all general correspondence.

Executive Secretary needed only in large and complex set.ups. Relieves officers dnd committees of

matters not readily handled. Works with the General Chairman. This office may warrant a full-time

salaried executive for a reasonable time prior to, during and after the convention. In fact, many

organizations already have on stall a permanent executive secretary who would naturally fill this role,

This position can often be taken by a "conference coordinator," !

a professional froM the local educational institution who

, works with the organizational committee structure and assumes

item or all ofthe duties listed below,



FUNCTIONAL COMMITMES*

Each functional committee should be given clear and specific instruction concerning the duties with

which it is charged. Very often, confusion arises when the local committee's activities and the national

headquarters activities are not coordinated. Unnecessary errors or duplication sometimes may result.

Finance and Budget Committee (sometimes handled by the Treasurer, above)

1. Fund Raising:

Sources balance from previous convention

sponsorships of hospitality suite, banquets, receptions, programs, entertainment,

etc. by firms associated with the organization

exhibits

program advertising

registration lees from delegates

miscellaneous

2. Preparation of a budget

Entertainment Committee sub-committees may be appointed for individual events or phases of

entertainmentor special requirements such as Banque!, Floor Show and Dance, Sightseeing Trip, Golf,

, Transportation, Food, Entertainers, etc,

*Depending on local expertese and resources, it may not be

necessary to form all of these committees, but the duties

described should be assigned to the committees that'are formed.
,
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Publicity and Attendance Promotion Committee

; 1, responsible for attendance building promotion, mailouts, etc,

2. advance publicity in trade Ournals or organization publications

3 advance arid current coverage of the convention by newspapers, wire services and all radio and

television coverage

Sub-Committees: Attendance Promotion, Newspaper Coverage, Radio and Television

Panting Committee

1, responsible for all incidental printing required such as tickets, coupon books, mailing pieces, etc.

2, preparation of directional and iniormation signs

3, production of the printed program

In smaller set-ups, this committee will not be needed as each committee will handle itS own requirements

and the printed program will be produced by the program committee

WeicomelReception Committee

1 sees that all visitors are properly welcomed and made to feel at home
2, meets special guests and speakers and escorts them to their hotels
3, serves as doorkeepers or monitors fcr sessions

4, assists Sergeant-at-Arms to get delegates into meetings

5. arranges for ushers and pages

Sub-Committees: Special Guests, Doorkeepers and Monitors, Ushers and Pages, Hospitality

v
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Program Committee

1 planning convention sessions

. 2. procurement of speakers, incidental music, song leaders, etc.

3. preparation of copy pertaining to convention sessons for the printed program. In smaller sel-ups,

where no Printing Committee is provided, this committee may also lake over the complete production

of the printed program___

Hall and Noting Rooms Committee

1. responsible for availability of all meeting rooms

2. responsible for set-uo, equipment and decoraton (if necessary) of meeting rooms

*4"

Registration and information Committee

1, responsible for the registration of delegates and visitors

2. purchase of badges

a collection of registration fee

4. sale of tickets to individual functions

5. information to viskrs concerning the convention and the convention city

Sub-Committees: Advance Registration, Registration Desk, Information, Ticket Sales

.,Z
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Housing Committee

1 required only where hotel facilities are limited to the extent that reservations cannot readily be made

directly with the hotels

2, to see that all attending are properly housed in hotels or private homes

Exhibit Committee assumes the responsibility of planning the exhibit, pricing and sale of space and

arrangements for all needed equipment and services

Transportation Committee is charged with the arrangements for buses or public conveyances for

group movements and the procurement of private automobiles and drivers to take care of all the

transportation needs of the convention,



Student Standby Committee

1, generally comprised of local students who volunteer to help

with conduct of convention

2. tasks assigned as the need arises--frequently headed by local

faculty member
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Family Entertainment Committee'.

.1. general ly *prised of spousei of lOca . Members

2. plan .,andcarry Out: arrangements (.1c)uding ,organ zed Cara:: for

i*.1.1. chi 1 dren) for part i panta,'. 'Sj)ouies.,.., etc'.
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CONVENTION REGISTRATION

Why register delegates?
A. Record of convention attendance

1. for constitutional purposes
2. for locating registrants in the convention city
a for the publication of lists to be used by exhibitors during the convention or as mailing lists thereafter
4. to get a count on attendance
5. for post convention analysis

a. membership purposes
b. breakdown of attendance by component groups delegates, members, guests, etc.
c. for geographical analysis of attendance
d. to prepare statistical data on hotel occupancy, etc. for use in planning future meetings

6. evidence of attendance for income tax purposes

B. To collect registration fees

C. To limit attendance to those entitled to attend the convention

D. To distribute badges, programs and other material

THE "SIGNED" REGISTRATION

Here. a printed card form is used which is filled in personally by the registrant and .presented-at the
registration desk. There he pays the registration fee and receives his badge, program and other pertinent
material.

Advantages: speed; simplicity; economy 'of personnel; 'more complite- (since the regietrent tills out the.
form on his own time, the information requested on it can be quite extensive);

Disadvantages: lack of legibility and completeness; the one set of cards so produced is the only record of
attendance in existence.

Ample tables or counters should be available at some distance from the registration desk for the use of
registrants in filling out the registration forms. A small sign should be on each table giying instructions for
filling in the data.

If there are natural divisions of attendance, different coloured cards can be used foreach-(e42.-,-;
Delegate, Exhibitor; Wife, Guest; etc.) The text &the card should be as simple as possible and be Completely
self-explanatory. Questions should be arranged so that answers can be checked off rather than written in.
Space should be provided on the card for a cashier's notation of whatever payment may be received.

THE "TYPED" REGISTRATION

Here, the registrant gives the required information verbally to a registration clerk who types it on the
registration form.

It lacks the one great advantage, speed, that makes the "signed" form desirable.

Multi-copy Irtipe-d"Tdrrris, in duplicate or preferably triplicate, permit the greatest flexibility; copies of the
registration are available for alphabetical and geographical files, cashier's check against cash collections,
publication of attendance lists, etc.

Printed lines should conform to typewriter spacing. The forms should be in continuous strips that feed
readily into the typewriter. Printed serial numbering of forms is not recommended as many forms are
destroyed or discarded when errors occur. They may be hand-numbered subsequently, if required.

Unfamiliar terminology, trade or scientific language not readily understandable to temporary personnel
should be carefully explained to the staff.
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MAKING THE BADGE

The inserts should be in perforated strips (of at least 5) to permit rapid typing. Various classes of
registration may have different coloured badges.

COLLECTION OF REGISTRATION FEES AND SALE OF TICKETS
If the sale of individual tickets is extensive (i.e., a number of miscellaneous events is involved) it shoulc

be set up as an operation separate from the collection of the registration fee and away from the registratior
desk. Two reasons first, to handle both as one operation places too great a burden on the cashier, second
at the time of registration, the registrant is usually not familiar with the entire program and seldom has
decided in just what events he wants to participate.

When collecting the registration fee, the cashier should have in her possession the regisration card (o
one copy of it) which has been passed to her by a registration or badge clerk or been presented by the
registrant. She should automatically be able to determine from the information on the card the exact amount
to be collected. When the cashier has completed a transaction she should make a penciled notation on the
registration form showing the amount collected and the serial number of any coupon book, strip ticket or
banquet ticket given out. At the end of each day, her cash should check out against registration form or strips
remaining in her possession.

At the start of each day, each cashier should be given an adequate cash "float" in suitable
denominations. She should give a receipt for this cash. As cash accumulates, thecashier should be relieved
of her surplus and a receipt for the amount taken should be given to her..

Cashiers should present tickets to registrants in such a way that they will treat them as things of value
and not confuse them with other material received at the same time.

THE COUPON BOOK

When the registration fee entitles the registrant to participate in a number of events or when participation
in all events is sold at a single inclusive price, the indMdual tickets involved are frequently bound together in
the chronological order of the events, into what has come to be termed a "Coupon Book". In addition to the
sale of books, if individual function tickets are also being sold, extra (unbound) tickets should be provided. Tc
tear tickets out of books for individual sale renders both the counting and accounting extremely difficult.

Individual tickets should always be serially numbered and each set of tickets should be printed on a

different coloured peper stock. Frequently, delegates use the coupon book eS a liendjr "Progiam Of Evente
therefore, complete details of the function should be printed on the corresponding ticket in the book.

Receipt forms should be available-at the cashier's station. Sometimes blank receipt forms are bound intcthe coupon book at the front. This speeds up the issuing of receipts.

THE COMPLETE SET-UP

The complete registration set-up should be a continuing (or line) operation comprising three constituentoperations:

1. Registration Clerk and File Clerk
2. Badge Clerk or Typist
3. Cashier

-.MS CAN BE LOWERED
1. Confine the time of registration to hours when delegates can reasonably be expected to register in

sufficient volume to keep the staff fairly busy.
2. Schedule the opening session to permit plenty of time to register directly prior.
3. Plan the set-up so that staff can be reduced when peak periods are past.
4. Close the registration (as far as paid staff is concerned) when the job is essentially completed tomaintain registration with paid staff during the last days, when only a few stragglers are expected or

simply "to have someone there", ;s expensive.



DUTIES OF THE REGISTRATION COMMITTEE

1. Plan and arrange prior to the convention
2. Instruct the paid staff on all pertinent matters
3. Deliver to the registration desk the badges, programs, tickets and similar materials.
4. Direct registrants to and through the registration procedure
5 Be responsible for monies handled
6. Be available to answer unanticipated questions that the staff cannot be expected to answer

ADVANCE REGISTRATION OF DELEGATES

At the Advance Registration Desk, each advance regis rant's badge, ticket, program and other material
may be in a large envelope (or kit) bearing on the outside his name, or his registration card, or completed
receipt attached. These envelopes are filed alphabetically.

LADIES' REGISTRATION *

Registration of ladies who have accompanied their husbands to a convention is handled more easily in
the regular procedure and not by a separate set-up. The husband will probably want to register for his wife, or
perhaps she will be with him when he registers. A separate set-up is not only superfluous but can be
confusing.

Entertainment programs for ladies frequently provide several options, or include events, the planning of
which requires an accurate idea of the number involved. Usually at this point a wife will not have decided
which activities she wishes to attend or not attend. Probably the best thing to do is to issue (at the registration
desk) a suitably worded questionnaire requesting the desired data, to be filled out and turned in to the
Ladies' Committee at the earliest possible time.

EXHIBITORS' REGISTRATION

All exhibitors should be registered. They are a part of the convention attendance and data concerning
them is an essential part of the over-all convention statistics. As they arrive ahead of the delegates, it is
usually possible to handle their registration in advance of the regular registration.

COMPLIMENTARY REGISTRATIONS

Most conventions have special guests, speakers and others to whom they want to extend all or part of
the privileges of the convetion.

Provision should be made to have the badge, tickets and other material delivered personally to the
individual.,in his hotel room on arrival. If the number is too large or other considerations prevent this
personalized attention, each individual should receive, in advance of the convention, a letter to be presented
at the registration desk indicating that he is to be registered on a complimentary basis and what tickets and
other material he is to receive. Registration cashiers should be provided with lists of persons who can be
expected to present such letters. When letters are presented, they should be retained by the cashier to
account for tickets, etc. distributed.

MEMBERSHIP CHECKS AND SOLICITATIONS

Many organizations require that, as a part of the registration procedure, the registrant's membership
status be checked against the membership records of the association.

The easiest check is where registrants are required to show membership cards. For delegatds who do
not have their cards with them, a separate desk staffed by association personnel is set up near (but not part
of ) the registration, to which such persons may go to secure duplicate cards or other identification of their
status.

Collection of dues and solicitations of memberships are time-consuming activities for.which ordinary
registration personnel is entirely unsuited. A separate desk, as above, is the satisfactory answer.

*With due apologies I - I realize the stereotyping involved here. So think
of spouses--or persons in whatever arrangement; be considerate of those
who are tagging aZong. I rememffer one Conference that.conducted pdrallel
activities in the form of discussions of how to dope with being married
to the people at the contention.

i 2:25



ACCREDITING OF DELEGATES

The Accrediting of Delegates and Convention Registration are entirely separate responsibilities and
when the accrediting process requires more than mere evidence of being in attendance, it should be set up
as a separate and additional activity.

Accrediting usually involves the presentation and inspection of credentials, the certification of voting
power at the convention, the seating of alternates in the absence of official delegates, and the recording of
proxies.

STATISTICAL DATA FROM REGISTRATIONS

This data can serve many important internal purposes and is extremely valuable for planning and arranging
for future conventions.

1. Number of persons who registered each day (Number of pre-registrations)
2. Breakdown of the total registration by pertinent grouping members, guests, non-members,

exhibitors, etc.
3. Number of persons who stayed in hotels who stayed with friends and relatives who resided in

the convention city who attended only one day and required no housOg
4. Number who registered from each provir.ce, state or area
5. Number of ladies from outside of the convention city as a guide to future planning of ladies'

entertainment
6. Number of persons who attended the convention banquet and each meal function also the price

per plate paid for each function and the selling price of tickets.

NOT No-Esahc9tr&nvention has its own registration "system" according to its needs. The foregoing
discussion is merely to asSist Registration Committees in understanding the Registration
function.

SOURCE: Much of this material has been summarized from Registration Manuals published by the
International Association of Convention and Visitors Bureaus Louisville, Kentucky

HANDY TIPS FOR THE
CONVENTION HOUSING CHAIRMAN

(1) Analyze attendance trends at previous conventions How many wives? How many local people? etc.
This information will also facilitate planning of social programs and ladies events, as well as the
housing function.

(2) Choose Headquarters Hotel (and overflow hotels if needed). This should be done 1 - 3 years in advance
of the convention.

(3) Decide on number of sleeping rooms which should be block-booked.

(4) Depending on time of year, the headquarters hotel will nausualty eet aside more than 2/3 of the total
rooms in the hotel. Regular clientele (travelling salesmen, etc.) must still be accommodated in the hotel
during your convention.

(5) Number of sleeping rooms required will depend on the number of wives who will be attending with their
nusbands hence, two people to a room, instead of one. Del agates who share rooms!

(6) Knowing "Arrival Patterns" will assist the hotel staff as well as your convention committee for Hospitality.
Social and Welcome programs which have, been planned, i.e. if the majority of delegates are arriving
all at once by chartered plane, train or bus, the hotel should be given details so that Hotel Registration
(assignment of rooms) can be streamlined.

(7) Get all commitments of the hotel in writing well before the convention.

number of roornS block-booked cutoff dates
meeting space booked cost (if any) .

room rates (probably the hotel will not sPecify exact rates until 6 months before the convention)
banquet prices
liquor and wine prices for banquet corkage, etc.
equipment use fees, meeting set-up costs, etc. (if any)
complimentary rooms or suites allotted (if any)



PROGRAM FORMAT

( ) Formal readings of papers
( ) Presentation and discussion
( ) Symposia, small-group discussions
( ) Demonstrations
( ) Workshop
( ) Other

Program committee readings...

- -Berbrich, Joan D. "To Convention and
Advice". English Journal. 61:1:66-67.

- -"The Message Is You: Guidelines for P
AudioVisual Instruction. January 1971:
March 1971: 104-112.

Conference Leaders: Some
January 1972.

reparing Presentations."
54-65; February 1971: 56-68;

36
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HOUSING
( ) Attendance expected --
( ) Arrival patterns previous
( ) Departure patterns previous
( ) Sleeping Accommodation
( ) Headquarters hotel

Overflow hotel
( ) Complimentary Accommodation
( ) Hospitality Suites
( ) Reservation Forms
( ) Guest Speaker Reservations
( ) Release Date tor Sleeping Rooms
( ) Liquor Laws
( ) Local address file --

MEETING ROOMS

check history of' past prograntS

particiants-
I

I..
Meeting Rooms Booked
Function Time Schedules
Signs Directional & Identification
Lighting Regular or Spot
Acoustics
Ventilation
Set-up arrangement
Seating
P.A. System
Projectors
Tape Recorders
Window Curtains (for Movies)
Obstructions pillars, etc.
Press Room

EXHIBITS

Access
Alleys
Elevators

Floor Plan
Area
Obstructions vents, ducts ;

Floor Load
Ceiling height
Ventilation
Lighting
Electrical Outlets
Water Outlets
Gas Outlets
Entrance/Exit size
Loading/Unloading areas
Rental Charge
Decorations
Hotel Restrictions
P.A. System
Crate Storage
Signs

Aisle Identification
Hours of Exhibition

Exhibitor Index
Promotional
Booth Identification
Ticket Sales

-
not with main Agroup

:

74.1.!



W
) Labour skilled/unskilled -- costs?

( ) Shipping of Exhibits
( ) Delivery of Exhibits

:V'll ( ) Exhibitor's Admission
( ) Guards Watchmen

) Doormen
( ) Insurance Liability of organization
( ) Union Contract Requirements

, ( ) Liquor Regulations
',.:... ( ) Licences

( ) Publicity
( ) Press Room
( ) Noise Regulations
( ) Assignment of Booth Space
( ) Detailed information for exnibitors

; MEETING SETUPS:

Seating Arrangements
( ) Tables location (Cashier, projectors)
( ) Speakers Table
( ) elevation
(

(

)

)
number of seats
place cards

( ) gavel
:' ( ) pointer

( ) Rostrum
; ( ) Speaker Signal Systems Tir,iing, etc.

( ) P.A. System
,( ) Platforms, risers, steps
( ) Lights
( ) Electrical power outlets
( ) Teleprompter
( ) Blackboard, Charts, Display Stand
( ) Projector
( ) Screens

.1.4; ( ) Operator
( ) Projection:Signal System Timing

ReferenCe Material for head table
( ) Reference Material for audience
( ) Admission to meeting controls
( ) Photographer
( ) Reporter-Stenographer
( ) Tape Recorder
( ) Coffee Break
( ) SignS
( ) Decorations
( ) Entertainment
( ) Publicity
( ) Program 'Agenda
( ) Head tables
FOOD AND BEVERAGE FUNCTIONS
( ) Liquor Regulations
( ) Banquet Licences
( ) Room Setup
( ) Stage

r-!1
) Dance Floor

( ) Platform
,( ) Lighting 7
( Decorations
( PAS Stern

;:,4 ...

' ?. :?!..

,

....., '"
,

-

4 "
thkt,s14.



(Cont'd)
( ) "AcOustics
( ) Ventilation
( ) National Anthem
( ) invocatibn
( ) Head Table Guests

Assembly Room
( ) Lineup arrangement
( ) Bar Service
( ) Host/Hostess
( ) Place Cards
( ) Accounting number served
( ) Lectern
( ) Light
( ) Microphone
( ) gavel
( ) oointer
( ) water, glasses
( ) Reserved Table arrangements
( ) Tables marked diagrarii
( ) Access aisles
( ) Seat Reservations
( ) Menu
( ) Costs
( ) Gratuity
( ) Estimated Attendance Hotel Deadline
( ) Material for Distribution
( ) Programs
( ) Menus
( ) Favours, Souvenirs
( ) Admission procedures
( ) Tickets
( ) -- Badges
( ) Collection of Tickets
( ) Electrical Outlets
( ) Flowers table centrepieces

; ( ) Photographer
( ) Reporters Stenographers
( ) Projectors
( ) Props
( ) Demonstration Equipment
( ) Entertainment
( ) Dressing Room
( ) Lighting
( ) Props
( ) Signs

) Publicity

.1 REGISTRATION, TICKETS & INFORMATION
( ) Registration Desk
( .) Ticket Sales optional events
( ) Convention Information
( ) Tourist Information
( ) Message Board
( ) Emergency Housing
( ) Membership solicitation
( ) Hospitality Suite/Booth.
( ) Pulptications,.,Materials .

) Photograph Orders
( ) PersonatBhOpping
(. ) Baby' Sitting
( ) Furnitiire Tables; .Counters .

7r-Frin. 4-er7,r47,k404 v.,



INE01110100101111,11CICETS &
INFOIIMATION (Mord)

1,11......seilm ay. M.sa$26.6ols....114014ofr

Typewriters
ention ice

( ) Duplicating Equipment
( ) Teletype
( ) Adding Machines
( ) Photocopier
( ) Telephone Message Centre
( ) Signs and Posters
( ) Office Supplies & Stationery
( ) Storsgefiscillies

) Personnel
Registration

( ) Typists
( ) Cashiers
( ) Clerical
( ) Messenger
( ) Personnel Management Control
( ) Detailed instructions
( ) Briefing
( ) Job description
( ) Registration
( ) Forms
( ) Badges, Ribbons, Overprinting
( ) Programs
( ) Fees
( ) Procedures
( ) Card Filen
( ) Lists
( ) List format
( ) Cancellations/Refunds( ) Funds Control
( ) Cheque Cashing Control
( ) Credit Control
( ) Funds records, tally, reports( ) Security Precautions
( ) Accounting Controls Tickets/cards

? Ticket Sales Instructions



FAN I LY PROGRAM. (con t ' d)

( ) dolf, Tennis, Swimming
( ) Baby Sitters

). Tourist 8, Shopping Information
uiscuss Ions

SHIPPING CONVENTION MATERIAL

, ( ) Inside Packaging
( ) Outside Packaging
( ) Insurance coverage
( Travel time of parcel

( ) Customs Regulations
( ) Hotel Facilities
( ) Receiving
( ) Storage
( ) Uncrating
( ) Crating, Repacking
( ) Convention official (addressee) notified
( ) Bills of Lading
( ) Delivery to Hotel
( ) Delivery within Hotel
( ) In-Transit Handling

PROMOTION AND PUBLICITY

( ) Attendance-Building
( ) Direct Mail
( ) Association magazine, jou rna s
( ) Promotional Copy Content
( ) Photographs
( ) Program
( ) Speakers
( ) Features
( ) Exhibits
( ) Entertainment
( ) City Attractions (scenic etc.)
( ) Hotel Facilities
( About the organization



'4 MISCELLANEOUS
) Automobile Rental (U-drive)

( ) Bartenders & equipment
( ) Catering outside hotel
( ) CostumeRental---
( ) Films loan and rental
( ) Fishing Charters & Regulations
( ) Flags and Banners
( ) Flowers .

( ) Formal WearRentals

11:0164Aabal4ktia5.4466iitiati:

( ) Souvenirs, Novelties and Favours
( ) Messenger Service
( ) Models female
( ) Moving and Storage
( ) Musicians, Bands, Orchestras
( ) Interpreters
( ) Translation Equipment
( ) Tianslators
( ) Printing programs and tickets
( ) Guest speakers
( ) Record Player (Phonograph) Records
( ) Prizes
( ) Gift for Guest Speaker, outgoing President
( ) Flowers for President's Wife

) Videotape (Careful, they' re not
Tatx
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The

Open

CtaA4ADom

Orienting and Tracking New Students

Walter A. Coole; Skagit Valley College

In ED 103 086, Bas'c Open Classroom Documentation, one method of orienting

new students is provided--complete with scripts for a recorded version of

the presentation. While this method is workable--perhaps a method of

choice in some cases--I'd like to set forth a method which appears to be

more suited to students at Skagit Valley College.

Background.

Students who enter the Open Classroom for the first time have been pretty

thoroughly habituated to "conventional" instruction for over bielve years.

A person must be either extraordinarily stupid or trenchantly autonomous

to have resisted...

- -teacher-centeredness

- -passive modes of learning

--herd-conformity

--imposed feedback on performance

- -rpitprativp Airprtinnc



When the Open Classroom began in the Winter of 1968, students who were

then enrolled in conventional classes were consulted and the decision

to switch methods was arrived at by a vote. It was a 92% vote, if my

memory serves me. Initial procedures were developed consensually over a

period of two weeks.

During the subsequent spring and summer terms, the procedures that were

deverope eceme oose y roma ize an this proce ure was presented to

new students orally and informally. My student assistant of that period

was Vicki Parker, who advised that once a workable procedure was developed,

it might be a good idea to routinizectheir presentation, so that the time

devoted to that activity Could be devoted to students with problems.

At the time, it seemed to be a good idea to use audio-visual packages to

present information about procedure. By using library resources, we could

Make this available for more hours than we could keep our primitive facilities

open. So, during the summer, I developed a series of five shoit/

LAP's containipg procedural information; beginning in the fall of 1968,

this became our entry-process.

But problems! Internal problems were excaberated by external difficulties.

This was a time when students were rebelling--mainly because fashion dictated.

Locally, we were varying the rules for grading; it seemed like mvery time
1 . I



It also became apparent that students would procrastinate, and frequently

skip the whole thing and just dive into the course not knowing what was

required of them. We were sure answering a lot of unnecessary.nuts-and-

bolts questions; this was detracting time from the substantive content.

To add to this burden, we had an "unsolvable" problem. The "front office"

refused to publish in the class schedule, the conference hours. Since

----conterenre-atterrdance-ws-mcgrtrett--by-the-TtIteS-stated-i-n-the--prercess----

description--and appears to be essential for the beginning student--

there were continuing headaches arising over students who expected to

come and go when they wanted to. Said expectations being perfectly

reasonable when the class scfledule gave the time as "By Arrangement".

Even yet, it's necessary for me to personally conduct espionage to

discover when the class schedules are being typed and to call down

the wrath of heaven on people who type "By Arrangement" within

ten inches of my name. And when anyone says my activities are "By

Arrangement", I respond by saying that "That's a deliberate, malicious

lie."

In 1970, we developed and polished 8,better method. This is the method

described in "Basic Open Classroom Documentation". In brief, this

method presents the whole orientation as a live, oral performance of



Students who contributed to the stochastic improvements made in this

method were: Harley Graber, Sally Wood, and Pat Iverson.

But several problems emerged. Less pernicious, but they represented

unsatisfactory surds...

--Students listen with about 25% comprehension'to a 10-minute

re-aii-wi-th-50t,-GompFehens4-en-and retcntion,

the same content. This represents a challenge.

--Fifteen deliveries of the same speech within one week

does strange things to the instructor's mind--and

distracts from handling students' special problems.

--Students, thoroughly habituated--yea, inured--to lectures

are misled if their first experience with the Open Classroom

is a lecture and subsequent presentations are largely

literate; better to start with written presentations

Tutorial Orientation.

Student Coach Br7:n Worchester's formulation of the latter problem

led to the method we're finding'so much better. It was a product.of

work done by Coaches John Governale and Linda Lundval, Interns Susan

Drummond and Ken Trueman, and Tutor Rosemarie Calogero.

The notes from which I had been driven to virtually rAad my nriAntatinA



As student progress toward the Emerald City, coaches, interns, tutorstand

t*.monitorrthe process and, when necessary, step in like the Good Witch

of the East when necessary.

Early in this experiment, we two minor problems. Here they are, with

definitive solutions...

1) Even though directed to procede out into the hall and

read the first bit of information concerning schedules,

students immediately entered the room and sat down at the

tables. Confronted with a strange situation, they attempted

to make sense of it by glaring the desired information off

the "Yellow Brick Road"--when what they wanted to know was

posted on the ivails; and since this made things worse, they

. were more difficult to get onto their feet the longer they

sat. (Remember what happens to a second-grader who enters

a classroom and doesn't immediately sit down?)

The response is either a sheet from Skinner's notebook or

else a remnant of my Zen training: I took all the chairs

out of the room and locked them up during the first day of

the term. When students enter during the term, they are

escorted to the first station and are firmly forbidden to

sit until the process is finished.



It's generally a bad move to allow the student to start verbalizing

when a genuine solution to the problem lies simply in going on

with the process. Therefore, we had to seek another model of

corrective action.

The solution was provided through the unanticipated arrival of

a plastic sack of peanuts. Some wag in the advertising department

of Sunny Jim Fine Foods*dreamed up a very clever embellishment

for the back of the bag: detailed directions for shelling and

eating peanuts in eight simple,easy-to-read steps.

I cut the back panel off the sack and laminated it. Now, when

somebody gets woebegone posture, I pick him oat, take the

note-sheets and pencils out of his hand, and hand him the instruc-

tions for shelling a peanut. This is particularly effective when

executed with few or no words. (Definitely leans toward Zen.)

Beginning with winter term, i977, the College returned to a very traditional

grading system, which allows deserving students to earn a grade that

means culpable failure. Our grading rules modified slightly. This

modification discriminates between a student who has genuine difficulty

or real distractions and a student who simply procrastinates himself

into disaster.
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10. Read about Grades, Tests, and Course Completions: Panel 1.

11. What courses are being studied in the Open Classroom? Procede to te
northeast corner of the classroom. Look for four curriculum charts. Blue is for
mathematics; red; philosophy. There are two green panels; education and learning
ski&

Which can you use in the future?

Thin s are beginning to get a little clearer, aren't they?

T information will remain pinted where it is now. If you forget something, you

_ .
12. Now, procede to the southwest corner of the room. See "Learning in the Open
Clawoom' . Take notes on your Initial Meeting Sheet.

13. Back out to the hallthe bulletin board again. More about grades.

14. Now, go to the southeast corner of the room. Read about people.

Now, check yourself;
-

a] All blanks filled out on this sheet?
bl All blanks filled out on the Initial Meeting sheet?
c] Have your text and course syllabus?

114dt Signed up?
el Completion sâttedule written on your course syllabus? [For many, intermediate
target dates ere left for your planning. Do you have them selected and written 10]

If you've done all of this, you're ready to start following your course syllabus, if you
haven't already begun.

Your next required attendance is your Scheduled Conference. [Remember, it's
required attendance.] Bring your text, course syllabus, Initial Meeting sheet and this
orientation Guide.

And what work should be completed by then?
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INITIAL MEETING SCHEDULE

a.Y,?

Ofeanna egad
9rogram

On the first day of each term (Fall*, Winter, Spring) students new to the Open
r ZollosaiagtimasI 11 11 .

7nm 9am Ilam lpm Evening students: 7pm Mondays
Wedneidays

*In the Fall term, we frequently have a "short schedule" in which everyone
throws away their clocks and has '20-minute meetings. Initial Meeting Schedules
refer to real time.

STUDENTS BEGINNING AT ANY OTHER TIME IN THE TERM MAY ATTEND INITIAL MEETINGS
AT 2 PM MONDAYS OR 7 PM WEDNESDAYS. THERE ARE NO OTHER INITIAL MEETING TIMES.
IF SOMEONE SENDS YOU FOR AN INITIAL MEETING AT ANOTHER TIME, YOU ARE BEING
LIED TO.

Summer initial meeting times: First Tuesday or Thursday of the term: 7:30am
First Monday or Wednesday of the term: 10:10am

CONFERENCE SCHEDULES

AFTER the first daY of the term, our regular conference schedules are conducted
'=as follows...

Fall, Winter Spring



ATTENDANCE

TO SIGN IN: first, select the proper signnp sheet. Math students sign up
on the blue sheets, Panels 3 & 4; Philosophy, the pink sheets, Panelb
5 & 6; Ed. 105: green sheets on Panel 2.

Select the hour and days of your choice. Write your name and course
number in the space provided.

If the signup sheet for a particular day and time is full--select another
time. A full sheet means that that particular conference period is crowded
and that adding more students will create problems, so don't attempt to
crcd your name on the margin of the sheet.

During fall, winter, and spring, day students are committed to attend twice
a week until they have...

(i) completed orientation
(ii) worked visibly ahead of schedule
(iii) impressed the instructor by their crisp, efficient command

of the Open Classroom routine

Having done so, they are allowed to drop one of their required days. They
are invited to attend at other tires if they wish, but once a week is
all that's required.

What mitt happen i4 1 MiA4 one week'4 contiekences? Nothing. We all have
difficulties from time to time.

What will. happen 1 mi44 conietencea 604 mou than one week?

To square things away properly, you should contact the Counseling
Center and ask them to send me a message about the situation.
Don't call the instructor, don't drop in casually, don't snag
him in the hallway or the middle of the quadrangle--this won't
do. Call or visit the Counseling Center about your absence.

If you don't contact the Counseling Center, your absence will
be picked up and you'll recieve a failing grade: "E".

Regular attendance at conference periods is a course requirements--sign-in
time is the first five minutes of the hour.

How-mi& the in6ttuctaft knots i4 I' ue attended conietence? Durini the
first few minutes of the conference hour, he makes big, indelible "X"
marks on the sign-in sheets. It won't do to sign over the "X".
It won't do to march in, sign, and leave right away--expect to stay the
whole hour, even if you aren't directly involved.

A few comments about attendance...

When you pass the final exam, you aren't required to attend
any more.

If you've completed three courses in the Open Classroom with
no serious problems, attendance requirements get more per-.
missive. During summer (when there are no night classes) we
hold a special 7am session (just a half hour) for "veterans"
of the Open Classroom--Tuesdays and Thursdays.

54 3.11



One or two other remarks...

If you're taking more than one Open Classroom course, you may cover all
courses in one conference-hour. Just sign up on parallel sheets for
your time.

Do you have any used books you want to sell? Looking to buy a used book?
There is a "for sale" box on the Activities Desk where you can list
books uo sell and seek books you need.

Axe you a non-smoker? Militant about it? Your choice has priority in
the Open 'Classroom. Simply tell the instructor you'd rather that there

-1116smoking during your conference hour. He'll stop and enforce a no
smoking rule (grumbling, but that's the way it is and should be).

Axe you taking notes as you go? Initial meeting sheet also?

You may forget some of the stuff you read during orientation; but you're
expected to refresh your memory by re-readtng tnis stuff. Give your
instructor a chance to concentrate on the mor,:. important issues; try to
think for yourself.

Current enrollment and completion data is posted in the southwest corner
of the room--directly to your left as you face this sheet.
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GRADES, TESTS, AND COURSE COMpLETIONS

If you're beginning your course of study on the very first day of the
term, you'll find very little difference in grading from the methods
and rules that apply in "conventional" classes. The main exception
is that we don't use the grades of "C" or "D" in the Open Classroom.
(In here,, we insist that you master the course of.study thoroughly--
and for this, you deserve at least a "B".)

To state it more precisely...

"B" means that you've completed the basic course described in the
syllabus, LLtained the objectives (you'll find these either in the
textbook or the syllabus), and passed the final examination. It also
means that you've met attendance requirements and that you've worked
AHEAD of the completion-dates prescribed.

End-of-course exams are based almost entirely on the textbook and the
course syllabus.

16 that's so, why do I have f4 attend con6ekence4? Isn't AAA Me a
gaiged colftespondence coume? You're partially right. For the
experienced, high-performance Open Classroom student, our courses can
be treated that way: a correspondence course with a tutor at hand when
needed.

But the problem is that very few students (statistically speaking) complete
correspondence courses. They lack the tricks of self-management that makes
for successful correspondence work. During your first three Open Classroom
courses, we'll lead you into the kind of skills that will decrease your
dependence'on a teacher. That's what we devote most of our conference
time to.

But what about discussion? And wise woAds 6nom the teacha? There's
nothing about independent study that prevents discussion. While this all
looks like a straight-jacket to you at the present, you'll find that
more spontaneous discussion arises in the Open Classroom than any other
place on campus. After a few weeks, it will emerge during conferences--
and in between conferences. It's totally unpredictable. You just have
to stick around for a while and it'll happen.

Enough of this. Back to final examinations!

You must complete the course before you take the test. Most of them
Are open-book, objective tests with no time limit (the average completion
time is about an hour). You may take them during your conference hour--
or any time you catch the instructor in. To make sure he's around,
you can make an appointment, but it isn't absolutely necessary.

"A" indicates that you've met all the requirements for a grade of "B" and
done something extra. Over half of the Open Classroom students choose to
continue working beyond a "B" to attain an "A".

Some course syllabi tell you about special projects: check yours near the
back.
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Student coaches earn an "AP by conducting regulars at the rate of one-per-
credit each week; two for summer school. If you're interested, read the
coaching manual in the book case just to the right of Panel 16--bottom
shelf.

In mathematics, you can select optional projects from among those listed
in the Smorgasbord file.

In Informal Logic, you can add 10 hours to the requirement for Unit IV--
see the Phile.

Where are these files? In two identical metal boxes, just to your left.
Where do the materials come from? The College Bookstore--and you'd better
order the materials right away. They must be sent away for, and this takes
time.

Optional projects for Ed. 105 are in the same file boxes. Same advice.

Enrolled in Philosophy 100--Introduction to Philosophy? The alum filet
boxes will interest you. They contain listings of recorded materials
you'll need to look at.

Stitt taking notes? Wett, 40 much 6ot the "A'4" and "8'4"; what about the
nest 06 it?

Let's take up the real nasty, first: "E". Here's how you can earn aae...

i. Miss conference for more than a week without notifying
Counseling Office.

ii. Get behind your completion schedule and stay behind for
more than a week. (This sounds hard. It would be, except that
you have all the coursework laid out for you in your syllabus
and have plenty of opportunity to build up a lead.)

iii. Become hopelesslY crosswise to the Open Classroom routine
without seeking help before it becomes too late. (This, also,
souads hard; but the details of the routine is permanently posted
for your re-reading. It also sounds like we're confusing the
ticky -tacky of instructional routine with your specific course
objectives. Your instructor haa experienced such. He pleads
innocent: the routine is designed to lead you to independence,
and thus becomes a,course -content.)

Oddly, you can't earn an "E", simply by being stupid. This grade is applied
only to students who deliberately goof off and refuse to work to standard.,1
Now, for the withdrawals--the grade of "W"...

a. Students may officially withdraw during the first two
weeks of a term and nothing will appear on their record.
If you're in a math course aad discover that you should
review the previous course, it would be a good idea to
catch on to the situation before two weeks transpire.

This option should certainly be exploited if you don't
like the methods of the Open Classroom or find that your
course is leading you toward objectives you don't care
about.
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b. Students may withdraw between the end of the second
and fourth week of the term, and a grade of "W" will
be recorded on their transcript.

If you discover that you're off to a bad start, but
want to complete the course, this is an option. You
can immediately re-enroll in the course and wipe out
a failing grade and start a new 11-week period. It

carries a penalty, but it isn't too forbidding.

c. Students may withdraw after the end of the
fourth week, for sufficient cause and with the approval
of the instructor, and recieve a W.

To your instructor, "sufficient cause" means illness,
horrible transportation problems, forced moves, etc.
Real catastrophes, not sad tales. They are more
real in light of prior good performance, attendance,
and the like.

To negotiate this, complete an "alabi sheet" posted
near the door before approaching the instructor.

In many cases, you may anticipate having to withdraw
under this situation, whereas you can negotiate a
grade of "I" (Incomplete). So, if you're a diligent
student and have shown it, don't panic.

We'll bend over backwards not to penalize students
_or conditions that're not their fault.

Up until now, I've 4een tittte evidence o compassion. PerthavA

4hout up in a di4ca44ion O "I"--Incomptete? Sorry, Charlie, my contract
doesn't call for compassion; that'll cost extra.

Students who, for sufficient cause, have not completed necessary work
to justify a grade and who have made arrangements with the instructor
to nomplete the missing work, will receive an Incomplete and be assigned
an I. This work must be completed within one quarter or an E will
automatically be given.

"Sufficient cause" is discussed under W.

To negotiate a grade of I, complete an "alabai sheet" before contacting
the instructor. The earlier you begin negotiations, the more likely
you'll succeed in concluding the bargain you desire.

Suppose I comptete eve/Ey assignment ahead o schedule and am negulan. in
attendance; and that I attempt the iinlat exam beliou the ta4t day o the
tam. But I don't pa44 the 6inal exam: What's to become o me? Negotiate
an Incomplete. You'll be allowed a reasonable amount of time at the
beginning of the next term to re-take the test and close off the course.

How about this situation...I complete the gnat exam just belione the
deadline, but haven't time to do the extra wick Aequined liox an "A".

Can I 4titt get an "A"? Yes. A grade of "B" will be reported at the
end of the term. You have until the end of the follawing term to complete
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the work required for an "AP. When you submit that work or take the
required test, the grade will be changed.

I've 6ini4hed my 6inat6 and woutd tike to get 4taAted on next ttAm'4 wonk.
Can I? Sure thing! All you need to do is get your course syllabus and
textbook. There's no attendance requirement for the remainder of the
term, but you're welcame any time.

My gnade-Achoot kid keep4 taking my atgebna text and 1.4 now two chapteA4
ahead o me. What can I do about it? As soon as I can get my education
textbook away fram my 8-year old, Ill look it up.

ThiA czU aeem4 compticated. Coutdn't you make thinga 4impeek? What i6
I 15oAget Aomething? Actually, it couldn't be simpler. We work for
straightforward, commonsense'methods. What makes it appear complex is
trying to explain it. It's mind-boggling to explain the obvious!

For instance, if you forget something, you'd better re-read this stuff
and remember - -because I'm not going to remind you. (Simple, eh?)

ar9
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LEARNING IN THE OPEN CLASSROOM

The method Open Classroom students use to learn their coursework has several
labels:

- Open Plan Student-centered Study "Systems Learning"

The method, whatever it's called, has been proven to work asowell as7-or better
'thanconventional lecture methods. Contrary to popular opinion, it's older
than conventional lecture methods dating back about 800 years.

Course syllabus

Your course syllabus provides:

--directions and information for conducting your studies
--errata

--supplemental course content not flaw-id in the textbook

Begin your course work by reading the syllabus, and following directions as
you go. When the syllabus refers you to the textbook, locate the end of the
passage for the assignment and leave yourself a note to refer back to the
syllabus.

In the Introduction to Philosophy, this is _specially important. Many students
don't realize how long Unit II is.

Be sure you refer back to the syllabus when a lesson or unit is completed.

Text.

Most of all of the information you're required to learn is presented in the
textbook. Follow all directions in the text unless the syllabus directs you
to do otherwise.

The textbooks used in the Open Classroom have been selected by a long and
thorough process. They're the best the market has to offerthat is, the most
appropriate for the majority of students.

In many of the math courses, there are alternate textbooksfor "standard"
coursework and for "review".

When purchasing your textbook, make certain you have the correct textbook.
Many texts in the same series have similar bindings. CHECK THE TITLE!
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Lesson and unit objectives

Throughout your course, learning objectives are clearly stated. You are re-
quired to be able to tell what your current objective is at any time. Here's
where you'll find them stated...

Course

Ed. 105

Location of objectives

Syllabus

Phil. 100 P. 39 of the first part of the text
111, 120, 215 Syllabus
251-255 Syllabus or learning contract

Math. 1 Text
2 & 3 (Standard path) Text
101, 111, 112 Text

Math. 2 & 3 (Review path) Lesson titles

Math. 108 Units I & II: syllabus
Units III & IV: text

Math. 8, 120, 121-123 Syllabus
251-255 Syllabus or learning contract

Coaching

Some students are available to help you when you get stuck. Their hours are posted
near the sign-up sheets. It's.up to you to know when you need help and to
find it.

Lectures

No lecture sessions are required. If you want lectures, you may assign them to
the. instructor. They'll be advertised on the large bulletin board in the hall.

Most lectures are subsequently recorded and may be checked out at the Library's
Audiolab (south wing).

Completion s.chedules

All courses are divided into "Units" of study. With the exception of Ed. 105
and Phil. 100, the units are evenly distributed over the courseand should be
assumed as equivalent in work.

Minimum required completion times are posted and staying AHEAD of these sched-
ules is part of the course requirement. If you're chronically behind schedule,
you can be dropped with a grade of "No Credit" immediately.

If you are taking two courses in a sequence (eg. Math. 101 and 108) in the same
term, you should negotiate with the instructor for a special schedule--one to
be completed after the other.
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Study Hints

1. At the first of the term, keep careful track of the time you spent studying. '

! At the end of the first week's work, compare actual progress ,lith where you
should be. This will allow you to estimate the actual time required for
you, personally. Average time requirements are approximately acnurate for

. only about a third of the student group.

2. For studying extended periods---
a. after you work for 30 minutes, begin watching for a convenient

stopping place
b. when you find the place to stop for a break--about 40 minutes

altogether--relax for no more than 5 minutes; rest your
eyes, writing muscles, etc. by walking around or getting a
drink (non-alcoholic) or whatever

c. at the end of 5 minutes, get right back to it
Using this pattern of work will allow you to work for an extended period__
without developing fatigue and dropping your efficiency.

3. If it's too noisy or distracting at home, here are some other places you
might try...

--public library
--back room at the fire station
- -odd rooms at a nearby church

--a corner room at the city hall
--empty classrooms

4. Work as far ahead of schedule as you can.
- -If you run into conflicts, you'll have "time in the bank".
--If you don't you'll finish early.

5. If outside problems interrupt steady progress, work at least 10 minutes a
day. This will keep you from forgetting what you've already learned.

6. Use your dictionary! (Yes, even in math.)

7. In math, if you've forgotten something you learned earlier in the course,
use the table of contents and index to locate what you're looking for.

8. tsk for help as soon as you can. Don't spend hours doing something the
hard way.

9. Don't try to beat the system. The sequence of assignments have been carefully
constructed to provide you the shortest, easiest method for accomplishing
the course objectives. Any other way involves wasted time and effort on your
part.

Scheduled Conferences

What takes pZace during conference hours?

During these weekly or bi-weekly conferences, you're instructor will be seeking
out ways to help you do your coursework.

To the right, there are two posters: one gives an outline of the conference hour,
the other (The Protocols of Bourbaki) is an outline of your recitation--with
a little practice, you can run through it in about one minute.
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How would a student learn more about recfting according to the Protocols?

Study the audiotutorial package, "Greenlap # 8".

--It's located in the red book case by the thermostat: on the bottom
shelf in a green package.

- -There are a couple of cassette players in the other red book case.
- -Please take them to room A-54 or A-59 and play the recording softly.

If you have trouble with producing a rationale, there are pamphlets in the
box marked "Rationales" -- top shelf of the book case by the door. Please
return when you're done with it.

What should students do at conferences?

Be on time.
Bring your stuff: text, syllabus, pencil, paper, etc.
Sign in.

Prepare to recite immediately--without being prompted.

A-Pro'ects

How will you achieve a grade of A? Think about the matter early in the term.

If you want to coach, see the instructor--bring a copy of your class schedule. I

.

If you choose a project involving additional textbooks, you should select the
project early, identify required texts, and order them from the Bookstore.
The Bookstore doesn't carry them in stock and each must be ordered separately.
Turnaround time is 4-6 weeks. (If you order early and are delayed, you'll be
given extra time.)

What's in the metal file boxes in this corner of the room?

A Smorgasbord for all the math courses. Blue-edged dividers.
To earn an A, 1 hour's work for each credit in the course.

A project-file for Learning Skills. Three hours' work. Green-edged
dividers.

The Phile--projects for Informal Logic. 35 hours are required for
the completion of Unit IV; an additional 10 hours for an A. Red-edged

.dividers.

Next term, you may construct your own independent study course from these
materials--at a rate of 33 hours/credit (45 for learning skills).

What else is cleverly concealed in those metal boxes?

The list of cassette recordings used in INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY
at the end of Units II and III. Purple-edged dividers.

(And by the way, read instructions regarding those reports very
carefully.)

The cassettes are in the library. If you provide a blank, they'll copy

them for you.
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MORE ABOUT GRADES (AND OTHER JUNK)

What happena 4:6 I don't gmish by the end o6 the tete

Wege you registered for your course before the first day of the term?
If so, and you don't finish, your grade will be "E" if you can't
negotiate an Incomplete for,good cause. If you wish to continue working
on the course the following term, you'll have to re-register; but you may
continue working from the point you went astray.

Or did you register for your course after the term began? If this is
the case, you'll recieve,an "Incomplete" and will be allowed 11 instructional
weeks from your registration date. If you take longer than that, you'll
find that your grade has been changed to "E".

What about Math 1, 2, 3, and 8? Anen't.they high-aehoot tevet. Mabee

Right! They don't count towards an Associate's degree--nor or they averaged
into your grade-point average calculation. (Nevertheless, it's a good
thing to Shaky about starting Intermediate Algebra.)

What happen6 4:6 I'm ab4ent tw, ,veeka in a now?

Your grade is determined immediately; it's "E". Regular attendance is
part of the course requirement. To avoid this trap, call the Counseling
Center if you're going to be absent. They'll send us a note explaining
the situation and your absence will be covered. If you call the Open
Classroom before you call the Counseling Center, we'll switch your call--
so you may as well start there.

If you're ill, we'd rather you didn't come. Nobody learns much when they're
feeling punk and we'd prefer not to get your germs. But please call
the Counseling.Center about it. (Get the message?)

What happen4 4:6 I get behind the comptetion ached/Lee?

Everybody slips once in a while. But if you're recorded as being behind
your completion schedule two weeks in a.row, you'll recieve an "E" grade
right then. Working ahead of that schedule--to specifications of the course
syllabus--is also a course requirement. As adult learners, you should
know when you're on schedule. If you catch yourself slipping, do something
about the problem: see a counselor, ask a student coach for help, see the
instructor...but do something positive! Early!
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3550.12.1 GRADING PROCEDURE

Evaluation of student performance in courses offered by Skagit Valley College
shall be the prerogative of instructors teaching such courses. Evaluation of
student performance, however, shall be made in accordance with the following
grading procedure:

1. Students shall be graded on a five-step grading system: A (Excellen.
Honors), B (Above Average), C (Average), D (Below Average), and E
(Failing).

2. Instructors may, after consultation with the student, assign a
letter grade of P, in lieu of A, B, C, or D.

3. Students may withdraw from a course subject.to the following:

a. Students may officially withdraw during the first two
weeks of a course and nothing will appear on their record.

b. Students may withdraw after the end of the second week with
the approval of an advisor and receive a W.

4. Students who discontinue attendance in a class and who do not
officially withdraw may be assigned an NC (No Credit) at the
discretion of the instructor.

5. Students who, for cisufficient cause, have not completed necessary
work to justify a grade and who have made arrangements with the
instructor to complete the missing work, will receive an Incomplete
and be assigned an I. This work must be completed within one
quarter or an E will automatically be given.

6. Students may audit classes by permission of the instructor and
the Dean of Students. Such students will be assigned an Au.

7. Special grading patterns must be approved by the Instruction
Committee, the Dean of SEudents, and the President.

GRADE POINT AVERAGE

A 4 grade points for each hour
3 grade points for each hour

C..... 2 grade points for each hour
1 grade point for each hour
0 grade point for each hour

NC (not countedN
.(not counted,. ....0 grade points
&lot counted) Incomplete

Au (not counted) Audit
(not counted) Pass, Credit but no grade points

The accumulated grade point total is divided by the total number of quarter hour
credits, and the figure obtained is the grade point average. When made up, an
Incomplete yields the number of grade points corresponding to the grade received.

Adopted December 14, 1976
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Controlling the Crunch.

During the Open Classroom's first nine years, students, effectively

insulated frOm knowledge of our schedule, came drifting in for orientation

all hours of the day and night for the first two weeks of the term.

Several corrective measures have been taken-to cut that down...

1) a new, sympathetic, solution-oriented, strOnwilied Associate

Dean for Academic Education was appointed; I opposed bis appointment

which just about insured the successful selection of a good man

2) when a faculty advisor was identified as the problem, I took

the matter up by marching into his class and asking politely to

discuss the situation of the particular student--while the lecture

hung in abeyance

3) when someone in Student Services was the culprit, I sent the

student directly and immediately to them with a referral-slip,

innocently asking what this student's problem was; this is particularly

effective when the note's sufficiently cryptic to evoke a telephone

call--because I can unplug the thing and ignore it for a day or two

4) students who, in desperation, :ell me at home after hours are

referred to the Dean of Student Services, who is responsible for

censoring schedule information--he hates calls at home!

All this is interesting sport, but it conceals a serious numbers problem.

When operating on a continuous-enrollment basis inside a school which

concieves the term system to be writ into the warp and woof of the universe

eternal, one mustexpect to be flooded by a bulge of students who begin

at the first of a term. What's to do? Here are some procedures for

spreading the work a little more evenly...

1. For some time, we've posted a big sign near the registration

line offering to let students begin on the next term's work early.

Times are posted that reflect our normal weekly initial meeting

times: Monday 2pm and Wednesday 7pm. That's when we open the

gate every week after the first day of the term. This selects a

qumber of self-actuating students and allows them to begin after

their last final exam ano utilize the term break for study; a few

show up during the first week to takethe end-of-course test.

2. By tracing the progress of students who have completed three
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Open Classroom courses with a grade of "A" and haven't had to

extend their time, we concluded that scheduled conFerences were

not necessary for them. They are allowed to skip attendance at

scheduled conferences, but asked simply to come in when they feel

the need--as they see it.

Sure 'nuff, they continue to perform just as well, if not better.

They appear to finishmarbit sooner when thus honored.

3. When the total enrollment of certain large-enrollment courses

reaches a saturation-point, registration is stopped (as if it were

a "closed class section") until the third,week oUthit-term:

- -Returning Open Classroom students have learned to ignore what the

"front office" says--and simply come in and ask for the course

syllabus anyhow; they're not the crunch-generating problem, so we

let 'em.

- -Self-actuating students who are new to the Open Classroom identify

thuriselves by having the gumption to come in and ask-laWittthey can

do while waiting; they're not the crunch-tenerating problem, so

we let 'em get started, too.

Both situations allow the students to enroll later, while beginning

at the time they wish.

This temporary door-slamming exercise tends to eliminate the student

who shows up for registration on the first day of the term, taking

any class that fits into a schedule and generates credits. This is'

exactly the student to generates the work, produces the least results,

and distracts us from the essentialy early tracking which is so

important. (I'll agree that this kind of student needs and deserves

attention, but not in the "regular" instructional program of a college.)

Funny, tile raw enrollment figures don't seem to have changed!

A New Need Emerges.

Up until now, we've concerned ourselves with the critically-iMportant first

meeting. Having beaten that bate noir away for a while, we've now addressed

the problem of tracking students-as they begin.

We've resolved that the fully-oriented student'(definitively) can track

himself. But the neophyte--that's another issue.

1. At the end of the term's first day, sign-up sheets are checked

against class listings. Students who've failed to show are immediately

assigned a failing grade and the lists are drawn up. When counselors
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confront students with this information, they have motivated

clients to work with.

2. Students who subsequently arrive for their conferences,

having missed the appropriate initial meeting are generally

referred to the counceling center for an airing of their

problems with someone who can bring the appropriate skills--

to bear on them.

3. The Open Classroom Student Survey, based on accomplishment

of 10% of the course's work (the first week's work) generally

turns up most substantive-problems the student is encountering

and allows the student coaches and the instructor to address them.

4. Now, we turn to the "Follow-Up Sheets". These are distributed

--to returning 2nd and 3rd course students at the time they

claim their conference hour on the first day of the term

--to neophytes when they reach the first stage of enlightenment

and reduce their attendance from twice a week to once a week.

The "Follow-Up Sheets" will be presented in a subsequent issue of

the Guenbook Abatnact and Catatog, when we've shaken out the bugs.
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FiZe Box Pununciamento4

The various programs of Skagit Valley College's Open Classroom have

associated, files of print and audio materials to be used by the student

in the core of his course or perhaps as optional projects to be used

to ccivert a "B" to an "A". We house these in duplicate file-boxes

in one corner of the room. To avoid verbally repeating certain small,

but important mesaage, we placed some tags on the file dividers.. If

you're using this method of presenting the files, you'll probably have

to re-write them. Here they are...

OLEANNA MATH PROGRAM SMORGASBORD

IF YOU REMOVE THESE SLIPS FROM THE
FILE, I'LL KILL YOU! Make notes.

Love,
Walt

STUDENT MATERIALS CAN BE ORDERED
FROM THE CARDINAL BOOKSTORE. DEL-
IVERY IN 2-6 WEEKS. YOU HAVE UNTIL
THE END OF NEXT TERM TO RAISE YOUR
GRADE FROM B TO A.

How many hound' woAk 6on an A? Thkee time4 the numbek o6 ctedito 6ok
youk coume. The Instructions for your project are given at the bottom
of the slip, unless they're in the book.

PHILOSOPHY illInformal Logic Projects

(IF YOU REMOVE THESE SLIPS FROM THE
FILE, I'LL KILL YOU! Make notes.

Love,
Walt

STUDENT MATERIALS CAN BE ORDERED
FROM THE CARDINAL BOOKSTORE. DEL-
IVERY IN 2-6 WEEKS. YOU HAVE UNTIL
THE END OF NEXT TERM TO RAISE YOUR
GRADE FROM B TO A.

F04 in6okma2 Zogic, you need 35 '1.014k6' wad 6ok Unit IV; 10 MOO. home
woAh ,e,t4 you an A. Compeete youk ptanning ot. page 68 o6 youk cuume
,:sy U4. You can negotiate an independent 4tudy pkogAam at the Aate, .

o6 40 hou46/ etedit. 16 you'd Aathek-you may iota zome Oh aLL o6
gc-4; hOUW wokk 4kom the Math Smokga4boAd.
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1,

EDUCATION 105--Learning Skills Projects

IF YOU REMOVE THESE SLIPS FROM THE STUDENT MATERIALS CAN BE ORDERED
FILE, I'LL iaLL YOUI Make notes. FROM THE CARDINAL BOOKSTORE. DEL-

IVERY IN 2-6 WEEKS. YOU HAVE UNTIL
Love, THE END OF NEXT TERM TO RAISE YOUR
Walt GRADE FROM B TO A.

F04 anik411fEdggagigRUIP4Otaitoodtit .t.ea.s.t 15 houm.' utoick. 16 you'd
tike to do moht Oi thAA WOAA next.tekm, you ean negotiate a "teaming
contwetw--each citediVA woak L4 45 hourta. See Watt.

The in4stAuetions Lox you.4 prtofeet oice given at the bottom oil the Atip,
wite..54 they'Ae in the book.

III you'd Aathen, you may pick you& 15 home toonk etom theikth
SmoAga4boAd.

1.---

PHILOSOPHY 100--Introduction to Philosophy

CASSETTE CATALOG

IF YOU REMOVE THESE SLIPS FROM THE THESE CASSETTES ARE AVAILABLE AT
FILE, I'LL KILL YOUI Make notes. THE AUDIO-LAB--IN THE SOUTH WING

OF THE COLLEGE LIBRARY. YOU CAN
Love, LISTEN THERE; THEY FURNISH THE
Walt PLAYER.

IF YOU LIKE, YOU CAN FURNISH THEM
WITH A BLANK CASSETTE AND THEY'LL
MAKE YOU A COPY.

WHEN REQUESTING A CASSETTE, IDENTIFY BY TITLE AND LIBRARY NUMBER. SOME
CASSETTES ARE IN "KITS" ON THE SHELF INSTEAD OF THE FILE DRAWERS.

HERE'S AN A-PROJECT FOR THOSE WHO HAVE TROUBLE NARROWING THEIR CHOICE
TO A MERE TWO FOR THE COURSE: FOUR ADDITIONAL REPORTS AT THE END OF THE
COURSE. SEE WALT FOR THE EXTRA REPORT SHEETS.

3.27
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PHILOSOPHIC HEURISTIC kNS11cOCTION (PHI)

PART I: General Courses

Previous ERIC publication: Philosophic Heuristic Instruction (PHI)--I
ED 103 087

Pp. 4.2-4.6: The Philosopher's Gift List. Walter A. Coole. A few years
ago, a parent asked me what to get his son, a philosophy major at a nearby
university, for Christmas. Last summer, while sitting in a hotel room In
Quebec, I happened to remember the incident. This paper was the result.
It's a good list of study raferenept.for serious specialist-students.

Pp. 4.7-4.20: Additions to the Cassette Catalog.

Pp. 4.21-4.22: Introduction to Philosophy: Model Response for Student
Evaluation

Pp. 4.23 Introduction to Ethics: Sample Notes in Preparation for
Task I.

Pp. 4.24-4.70 Introduction to Ethics: Model Term Paper

PART II: Informal Logic

Previous ERIC publication: Philosophic Heuristic Instruction (PHI)--II
ED 112 922

Pp. 4.71-4. 86 A Model Outline of Hayakawa's Language in Thought.and
Action

PART Formal kats
Previous ERIC publication: Philosophic Heuristic instruction (PHI)--III

ED 112 923

No additional material.

7 1
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THE PHILOSOPHER'S GIFT LIST
Waft& A. Co.l.e.

"What'll we give (byte Atiuct ion hias bUt.hday?"

"I dan'.t have the ifoggibs.t idea. He'4 a phito.sopheit.."

Here are a few suggestions, ranging over prices, seriousness, and the
degree of the beneficiary's progress in professional philosophy.

TRIPS

If you overhear your philosopher discussing a coming convention, a pilgram-
age to where some much-admixed philosopher studied, or a summer session
somewhere, you can contribute to the travel expense. Should time allow,
you could purchase a savings certificate at your bank that should come
due shortly before his or her departure. When It's time to open the birthday
presents, a small envelope containing the certificate and a card, saying
"Enjoy your research on Hume!" will be as much appreciated as a new suit.

PERSONAL REFERENCES

When I was just getting started In college, my dad gave me his own copy
of BOW'. Thesaurus. I think of him every time I pick It up.

In addition to general scholarly references, here are some specifics ...

Runes: Dictionary ofilaioeophy. Littlefield, Adams & Co. 81 Adams Dr.
Totowa, NJ 07512. $2.95.

Lacey: Dictionary of Philosophy. Routledge & Kogan Paul. 9 Park St.
Boston, MA 02108. $10.

Compact Edition of the Oxford Ehglieh Dictionary. Oxford Press. 16-00
Pollitt Drive, Fair1Lawn, NJ 07410. $90.

Paul Edwards (ed): Ehoyolopedia of Philosophy. Free Press Division of the
Macmillan Publishing Co. 866 Third Ave. New York, NY 10027. $99.50.

RESEARCH GUIDES

Few lichools do a thorough job of teaching their students the pedestrian
s, itls necessary research a topic In the library. Philosophy departments
sorstimes do a little better. Hers are three small books on the subject.
Amobilosophy student would do well to have all three and spend some time
working through them, even though they overlap a bit--the repetition
doesn't hurt.

,A4
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Martin A. Bertman: Research Guide in Philosophy. General Learning Press,
250 James St. Morristown, NJ 07960. $5.95.

Henry J. Koren: 4iesearch in Philosophy. Duquesne University Press. Distri-
buted by Humanities Press, Atlantic Highlands, NJ 07716. $5.50.

ODDMENTS

Here are a couple of useful items...

Milton D. Hunnex: Philosophies and Philosophers. Chandler Publishing Co.
124 Spear St. San Francisco, CA 94105. $4.95. This little gem is great
for anyone who's working with the history of philosophy. It has many graphic
aids for understanding how the traditions of our discipline developed.

Runes: Pictoral History of Philosophy. This book was published by Littlefield,
Adams $ Co. in the 1950's; but it's now out of print. Personally, I fovnd
it quite useful to know what the subject of my studies looked like--but it
didn't seem to make it as a commercial venture. Perhaps you can locate
a copy through a bookseller who specializes in out-of-print items..

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Books are,always appreciated. The trouble is, it's so darned difficult to
tell what book is needed. It would be difficult for one philosopher to
select a book for a colleague.

Beyond the selection listed above, I'd suggest 0 Gift -ertificate. One
option is the local college bookstore. Both sLI.,e,t, cu,d prGiessors fre-
quent them.

But there are a couple of even better cholcf.

I've had several transactions with this outf:t that srlcializes in
the subject of philosophy:

GREAT EXPECTATIONS BOOKTOXF
909 Foster St.
Evanston, IL 60201 (311)-864-9881

Because of their experience with the trade, they know how to locatu
foreign publications quickly and get Lne best prices and delivery.

Or you might give a certificate for book purchases at:

DUTHIE BOOKS, LTD.
919 Robson St.
Vancouver, BC V6Z 1A5

Canada
(614) -684-4496

Duthie's is an old firm. It isn't specialized; but it sure has moxy
about acc,:s..;ing Britisn books.
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EQUIPMENT

Some philosophers have a horror of tape recorders; others find them useful
for recording lectures to be reviewed later. I,find it helpful to record
the proceedings of conferences so that I can re-run them at leisure to try
to understand what I heard more thoroughly.

I've had good experiences with a Panasonic RQ-:12DAS. It's a "mini cassette
recorder" with a built-in microphone. It's light, compact, and very
reliable--fits in a briefcase or overcoat poc.ket. With a power-pack
battery, re-charger, and adaptor for automohile, they run around $80 at
discount houses.

There are a number of useful accessories associated with cassette recorders;
carrying cases, storage boxes, etc. A supply of high-quality blank cassettes
are always appreciated; some good brands ave: TDK, Sony, klex and Memorex.

In recent years, it has been difficult fo: ph;losophPrs to publish low-
volume materials. And yet, this is where the "cuttirly edge" of contemporary
scholarship is.

To cope with this situation, the discipline seem ,. co be,shifting its
communication from the traditional journal to mierotiche: photographic
reproductions reduced so that about 60 sheets of typewritten material
is contained on a 4" X 5" film.

This makes publication cheaper and faster.

We started out reading them with vkl&r!,., tn the college library. But this
means that we can't take the stuff home to work on without expensive
copying--as much as two bits a page :n some librarjes4

A few years ago, my mother gave me a portable microfiche reader that's been
quite an aide. It weighs about five pounds and retrieves a page back
to its original size with an easily read image. It runs on standard
house current or on 12 volts from an automobile.

Every graduate student should have one. They sell for about $148 at:

BRODART
1236 South Matcher Ave.
City of Industry, CA 91749 (213) -968-6411

Their catalog number is #84-3E5-001; it's called a Microscan. You might
throw in a spare bulb.

4.4
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KOOKY STUFF

A few years ago, while driving in California, I noticed this legend-on
a bumper sticker:

The only ism for
LOGICAL EMPIRICISMme is

Well, it was actuall./ cn tw.., bumper stickers..

You can get customized bumper stickers from:

HOLIDAY GIFTS
66 Holiday Building
4975 Miller St.
Wheat Ridge, CO 80036

Their current catalog offers them at $2.99 apiece; $.60 for additional
copies. Limit: 14 large letters and 20 small letters.

They also offer customized printing on sweatshirts ($5.99) and T-shirts
($3.99) with a limit of 30 letters.

Here are some legends:

COGITO ERGO SUM
DE GUSTIBUS NON DISPUTANDUM EST
SUPPORT THE LAW OF PARSIMONY
LOGICIANS ARE CONSISTENT LOVERS
E I BERM U I

A little knowledge of philosophy helps. Consult another philosopher.

EVEN FARTHER OUT

In my closet, I have a T-shirt which bears the likeness of Jean-Marie
Guyau, an almost-forgotten (but very important) 19th century French
philosopher whom I've studied and admire. Some of these days, I'll get
up enough nerve to wear it to a philosophical convention.

I had it made by:

PHOTO POSTER
210 East 23rd St.
New York, NY 10010

after ordering their brochure, which gives instructions on what they
need to do the job. This, in turn, required that I get a black and white
photograph--which I had copied from an old book. If you start this
project, you should (1) begin early and (11) be very careful about
copyright law1 The whole project cost about twenty bucks.

It occurs to me that this process could be used to present Zermelo's
Aueabrdnungeaxim, GOdel's Theorem, etc. in a shirtfull of symbolic glory
to the world; or a Confucian motto, using appropriate characters!

4. 5
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CALENDARS

The Great Expectations Bookstore produces a calendar each year. Each
month is faced with a sketch of a great philosopher.

Price: $3

RECORDINGS

With the recent development of cassette recording, it's economically
feasable to circulate recordings of contemporary personalities,' speaking
their thoughts. The price range is from about $9 to $25. interestingly;
a fair portion of these prices get back to the speaker as royalties.

The largest collection of interesting philosophical audio materials
I know

of is gold by:

Center for Cassette Studies
8110 Webb Ave.
North Hollywood, CA 91605

And the second-largest:

Pacifica Tape Library
5316 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90019

Both issue separate listings for philosophy. These people have a few.items:

Caedmon Records, Inc.
505 Eighth Ave.
New York, NY 10018

Everett-Edwards
P. 0. Box 1060
Deland, FL 32720

Teaching Technology Corp.
Box 505
North Hollywood, CA 91603

I hope this list will be helpful.

5--

7 6

Mt. Vernon, Washington
October, 1976
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1/112.1

R5 15
Speaker/author:

CPSSET7E
CATAU4 Time: 28 min

Procis

Has the Truth A Future
4

George Steiner

LibraXid

Smircei.
Center for Cissette Studies

Catalog #413C1051

15.00

.11==11111.1INIMMIMI.11.1111

CATALOG

,:-Yeete

4.
1/152.1 The Human Brain

Speaker/author: Sir John Eccles

Time: 55 min Library #:

source:Center for Cassette Studies

77
Catalog #: CBC1018

Price:.$ 19.00

5" cc 0" format, out along dotted time. For current update, consult: Grecnbook Aestrac

4.7



rmw....

--

CASSETTE
CATALCG Time:

1/154.1

Speaker/author:

53 min
Proois

Agression; The-Explosive Emotion

library #:

Smiroeidenter for Cassette Studies

Catalog 1: 38585

$ 17.00

]
CASSETTE
CATALOG Time: 59 min

1/174.1

Speaker/author:

-reoie

Corporate Social Responsibility

William Capitman

7 8

Learary #:

Souroe: Center for Cassette Studies

CataZog #:

PrieeA. $

5" x 8" format, cut along dotted linos. For current updats, consult: Greenback Abstrat
4.8

CSD1634

16.00



cri P1
CASSETTE
CATALSG

1/160.2

Speaker/author:

Time: 55 min

4
Metaphors and Algorithms

Jacob Bronowski

LibrarY #:

7.'24 c ei8In this examintion of symbolism in literature and science, he shows how many
persistent assumptions are derived from primitive language. Symbols are explained
as the solution of nature's code. Though all events are inter-connected,
scientists characterisitcally " put a fence "around their senses to blot out
extraneous input. He sees this as the origin of much scientific paradox.

CASSETTE
CATALOG

-recis

1/S00.2

SairceiPacifica Tape Library

Catalog #: 884418.03

Price: $ jam

Laws of Nature or Nature of Laws

Speaker/author: ,Jacob Bronowski

nme: 56 min
Library #:

Mathematics are our most effective language for problem-solving, explains
Bronowski, with reference to Lord Bertrand Russell's and Albert Einstein's
findings. The theory of relativity has " demoted " gravity as an explanation
of the natural phenomenon, but there are no procedures for finding
mathematical shortcuts to prove theorems and there are limitations inherent in
all axiomatic systems.

Source:
Pacifica Tape LibraLy

Catalog #:
BB4418.04

Price: $ 12.01

5" x 8" prmat, out along dotted lines. For current update, consult: Grecnbook Abstrac

h1.7 n



4

CASSETTE
CATALOG

1/172.1 The Modern Mind

Speaker/author:

Time: 57 min

Michael Polyani

Library 0:

7W0174Speaks on revolutionary ideology and morality. Throughout history, man.has
accepted existing customs and laws as the foundation of society. It was
only during the French Revolution that the idea of Unlimited social improvement
became dominant. Marxism transmitted the ideas of human progress into doctring
of violence- the destruction of reality- and reduced all morality to underlying
economic necessities.

Ben.irce4gicifica Tape Library

Catalog d: BB3249

$ 12.00

.

CASSETTE
CATALOG

Jreois

4.
1/183.3

Speaker/au;hor:

Time: 54 min

Philosophy, Science and Society Among the Greeks

G. E. R. Lloyi

Library #:

The history of the.topic is covered thoroughly by an investigation into the
ancient philosopher's conceptiOn of his own inquiries; his secial role; and
the means by which his ideas became known. The many examples cited by Lloyd
also include physicians, and Lloyd shows how the theorists came to D,.; held
superior to the technologists, producing and ideology which iuhibited the prac-
tical application of scientific discoveries and was a barrier to the
crossfertilization of the different intellectual disciplines.

Source:
Pacifica Tape Library

OataZog #: BB4120

Price:. $

6" x 8" forr4t, out along dotted lines. For morent update, consult: Greenback Abstrac

p- 4.10



.......

1/175.1 + Coping with Leisure

Speaker/author:

CASSCTTE
CArALGG Time:

,Jrccia

UIdOnt 7

tóUfl

5z=f

ipxmOinutiemitimil

37

!)_]
CASSETTE
CATALOG

-recie

1/177.1

Speaker/author:

Time: 56 kin

Library :

Sen,irce:Ic'enter for Cassette Studies

Catalog #: C8C1028

$ 13.00

Social Progress in the Future

Claude Castorguay

Library II:

S ur oe:
Center for Cassette Studies

Catalog #:
CBC1057

Price:.$ 16.00
... 5"x 8" fOrrhat, cut along dotted lines. For current update, Grecnbook Abstrat

4.11
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1/177.2

Speaker/author:

CASSETTE

Responsibility and Ethics

Jacob Bronowski

CArALOG
Library #:lime: 58 min

Procia
Traces science from Newton to the plesent day as an individual and a
social activity. In discussing the ethics of science, he cites Linus
Pauling as an example of the integrated scientist-world citizen because
of his peace advocacy. The questioning personality is a social thermostat-
s self-correcting mechanism for norms of conduct. He contrasts the
scientific and literary Nobel laureates. and is critical of U. S.
police and tax enforcement methods.

Six/roe:Pacifica Tape Library

Catalog #:
BB4418.06

Eice: $ 12.00

1/193.1 The Nature of Wittgenstein

Speaker/author:

CASSETTE
CATALOG Time: 65 min

Irecie

Norman Malcom

Librapy #:

Lectures on the mega-complexity of everday social interaction, suggesting the
senses play a minorrole infran4pg perception and memory. Like his philosophica]
mentor, Malcolm asks what is meant, what is the " intention " of a word like

man " in the universal senseand continues with reference to William
James' definition of " mental."

SO

. 5° x 8° format, out a

Source:
Pacifica Tape Library

Catalog #:

heice:.$

BK036

14.00

dotted Zings. For current update, oontult: Graenbook Abstra:

2 4.12



CASSETTE
CATALCG

-rocia

1/179.1 4 The Technological Imperative

Speaker/author:

Time: 52 min

Whit tiskikor ushered In the inodern

t*400..

.7-4.-Aktr,-.4Pi
WIP"..144:'.1:614,*.11.ss4=1:pe,1410,,

A04:-A 14gt

704.1M-V,IT6'11-
'1441-44441-

George Grant

Library #:

Source
:Center for Cassette Studies

Catalog #: CBC1058

$ 17.00

r...b

. . -

CASSETTE
CATALOG

-recis

1/181.1 9. The Origins of Chinese Thought

SPaker/author: W. A. C. H. Dobson

Library #:
4 min

S o ur ce:
Center for Cassette Studies

Catalog #: CBC1060

hsice:.$ 15.00

5" x 8" format, cut along dotted Linea . FOr current update, consult: Grecnbook Abe tree

QQ 4.13



4
.1/204.1

Speaker/author:

CASSETTE
CArALOG Time: 29 min

-rooie

4 Religion and Language

Soren Egerod

Library #:

In this interview, Egerod examines the complex semantic relationship betwsen
language and religion. In the history of the world's religions, some phil-
osophies have attempted to explain themselves with words that had lost their meani
Missionaries have attempted to bring Christianity to cultures where no word
exists for " heaven" or " Jehova/Ood.'

Sc:erce:pacifica Tape Library

Catalog #: BB1454

nsios: $ 11.00

i'15 P
CASSETTE
CATALOG

4 1/121.1 Symbolic Knowledge

Speaker/author: Jacob Brouumela

Time: Library #:58 min

Contrasts animal signals and human speech with its distinguishing qualities -
prolongation of reference, internalization and reconstitution of language.
He indicates how toolmaking, the earliest thchnological model, contributed
to the evolution of the message and symbolic systems.

? 5 x 8"

Siaur Os:Pacif ',-e Library

Cataog #: B144418.02

price:*$ 12.00

prmat, out along dotted tines. For current update, consult: Grecnbook Abstrac
4.14RA



CASECT7-.
CATALCG

1/370.3 4 Innovation in Higher Education

Speaker/author:

Time: 5o min

Alf Whei brthe averse costof a year inresidestoe et si hoa
Howie Vermont Community Collegeunique?
itbot poem* °Nese Moises Woeto nonimeduoto?

.Moo** both the bbY boars':Md thebeadle. boom *of 'the daub bib teneredVI, American aoll000seibeyboinqtolledakiwahs gilittomor *Van Cisaionotol.otabbia.: nom mon then audenta. Thg.'gumbo* Inith iniletbk. hes lotto. toesinyleitiOn..tnesec. stlob I. tent hes %rem,0100eveibil abollmant 'et betitistions of44040t:001MotekTodmi*eithisphoromii.
Imam,

..docomm..iliva. rdommodtmw %slaw tor briosay*postieconday oblation to those aliolight. IL Vow *tame, and =WPM Of'ha* y work; are deserbsd on thisaosette.

Library #:

scurceenter for Cassette Studies

38516
Catalog #:

16.00
Nice: g

CASSETTE
CATALOG

-recie

1/320.2

Speaker/author:

29min

'ilietziaz*vmedia-vor fOr

...a

4. Research for Peace

Library #:

Sou ce: Center for Cassette Studies

Cdtalog #: cBC1065

Nice: $ 15.00
5"x 8" format, cut along dotted lines. For current update, consult: Grecnbook Abstrac

4.15RE



1

CASSETTE
CATALSA

Proctia

Speaker/author:

Time:
29 min

ofmtwt.f-4%.,
4,1405,0E.

. 4)1,14,

a.

W4,tiktlite,i

..100-At--4141401kWo,
,

-410VPINANOige

CASSETTE
CATALOG

Jrecia

Cybernetics and World Order

Library $4:

e:Center for Cassette Stu4ias

CBC1075
CataZog #:

Price: $ 15.00

4.
1/660.1 Future Sources of Energy .

Speaker/author:

Time: 76

, tit
. ,ft

larary #:

Souroe:center for Cassette C-udies

CataZog #: 38630

Priae:.$ 17.00
5" x 8" forrnat, out along dotted tines. P.r ourrent update, ooneult: Grecnbook Abstrec.

4.16
o a



4. 1/520.1 Thc Cross and the Telescope

Speakerloulfe.,)r:

CASSETTE
CATALOG Time: 24 min. Lavarir

Precis In the early seventeenth century an Italian astronomer named Galileo Gall-
lei came to the conslusion that the Earth was not the center of the universe but
a body that moved about the Sun. This bit of knOwledge so shocked and enraged his
contemporaries that Galileo was put on trial vnd forced to recant his "heresy,"
because it impled that man's self righteous anthropocentrism was also invalid-
ated. In this dramatization the listener lives through the life and death
between Science and the Church which burned across seventeenth century Europe.

--What made Galileo's discoveries so terrifying to his contemporaries?
--How did the theologians prove that Galileo was wrong"'
--What are the basic differences between theological and scientific proof?
--How did the invention of the telescope change the course of Western history?

i

11320.1

(r) -.i-7): Speaker/author:
.CASiE*TTE

CATALOG Zitne: 59 min

Source: Center for Cassette Studies, Inc.
8110 Webb Ave.
North Hollywood, CA 91605

Catalog #: 5026

1 *ce: , '0.0n

Toward LibernWn

Gloria Steinem

Library

#In what way is the nuClear family a rather new ^vd cruel invention?
#What is " bureaucratic machismo " and how does ir relate to foreign pv1icy7
Mat is Ma. Magazine trying to accomplish with its advertising?
Writer, lecturer, and editor of Ms. Magazine, Gloria Steinem is a strong leader
in the Women's Liberation Movement.

. In this convel...,,ation, recorded in June
1973, Ms. Steinem describes the progress, of the women's so.A.al revolution,
accomplishments and obstacles. Politically,momen are beginning te'maki in.:Jads;
witness the ratification of the ERA. But economically, the gap be wcen men and
women's salaries continuewto broaden. Other topics include " bureaucratic machismo"
with respect to the Indochina Was; welfare and racism as women's -ssues; and the
changing maternal role.

Source:center for Cassette Studies

Catalog #: 33860

Price:. $ 17.00
Sit x 811 forbat, cut aZong dotted tines. 1021 current update, consuZt: Grecnbook Abstrat



;i5 23
.

+

rpeaker/author:

1/611.1 4 The Living Will

CASSETTE
CATALZG Time: 57 min Library #:

Prccia Examination of medical dicision -making surrounding death and dying and the
ethtcal implications associated with living wills. One of the major
problems, insists Veatch, is that doctors treat patients as " third parties "
as evidenced by the fact that only 12% of physicians think it best to tell
a patient he has terminal cancer.

Robert Veatch

36:42/414:Eacifica Tape Library

Catalog #: BC2702.01

Price: $ 12.00

(15

CASSETTE
CATALOG

Irecie

Speaker/author:

Time:

4.

Library :

Source:

CataZog #:

, Sox 8" format, cut along dotted lines. Fdr ourrent update, consult: Greenbook Abstrat

AR 4.18



1
1

CASSETTE
CA7ALCG

Prccis

1/700.1

Speaker/author:

26 min

4 The State pf Arts Criticism

Lib.,ary

SC:thee:Center for Cassette Studies

CASSETTE
CATALOG

1/900.2

Speaker/author:

Time: 32min

Cdtalog #: 38575

Price: $

Will History Absolve Us ?

Barbara Tuchman

Libra.w #:

The author of THE GUNS OF AUGUST, answering the question about history
absolving us turns tdthe 14th century fol clues about our, place in history,.
She sees much in common with our modern era, and suggests that future historians
will refer to the 20th century as the " age of violence." Is there anything to
be learaed or gained from history, or should we not place any importance to it?
An astute historical analysis calling for an organizing principle to replace--
outmoded nationalism.

S ou r ce: Pacifica Tape Library

Catalog #: BC1792

Price:. 4 12.00
5"x 8" forrat, cut along dotted line . For current update, ooneutt: Grecnbook Abstrac

; 89 4.19



1/970.1

Speaker/author:

US!ETTE
CA:rd.:A Vme

: 26 n

Prccia

4 Canada Today

John Diefenbaker

Library :

CASSETTE
CATALOG

.3recis

4. 1/970.).

SoUrcegenter for Cassette Studies

Catalog #: CBC1037

Reice: $ 13,0

American Indian Treaties

Speaker/author: John Kauffman

Time: 28 min

.= 5" x 8"

Library #:

Source:Center for Cassette Studies

Catalog #: 38556

Price:.$ 15.00
ormat, cut along dotted lines. For current update, consult: Grecnbook Abstra4

Qfl 4.20



INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY -- Example of
Student Evaluation

On pages 2.4 and 3.4 (Units U and III) of the course syllabus, there's
an evaluation sheet for your assessment of the unit's work.

REMEMBER WHAT'S BEING EVALUATED--Your learning in the unit of study.

Your instructor frequently collects these as a means of studying the
course's effectiveness; when he does, he'd prefer them unsigned.

Whether called for or not, these two evaluations are important to you.
At the end of Units II and III, you should take a few minutes to
assess what you're getting from the course.

A sample of the kind of response called for appears on page 2.

91
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Your evaluation of Unit II

(To be completed after you have reported.)

1. List some new facts you have learned: It is important to under-
stand clearly, WHAT is stated, dOW I read-it, and WHETHER it's valid.

2. What new undertakings have you started? I've started to systematically
question my assumptions and what I accept from reading books. Each time
I encounter a major assertion in what I read, I Zook fbr the basic
concepts and the way they're related to compose an idea; then, I Zook
fbr evidence fbr or against it.

3. What new concepts have you gained? Consistencythe logical compatibility
of two statements.

4. How yas your conduct changed? Fallible though it is, I've begun to
try to rely on my own judgement, independently ofwhat others tell me is
right.

5. Remarks: I find it curious that a course which appears so mechanistic
at first can Zead to a personal committment to intellectual independence.
Am I being programmed to fteedrm?!!

92
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introduction to Ethics: Model Notes in Prep-
aration for Task L. John Governale, Skagit Valley
College

Page 10, #2--not necessarily so.

1. Whether or not these cases are morally right or wrong depends on
the point of view from which the judgement is made

2. Yes--is it right or wrong to restrict the use of property--and on
what basis?

3. It depends on the perspective of the person answering the question.
It may be to some, and not to others.

4. On some grounds, yes.

5. Under certain circumstances, yes.

6. Not in my opinion.

7. Depends on criterion for right and wrong.

8. As is pointed out in text, laws may not be ethically sound.

9. Yes, moral issue. I think it's a good idea.

Instructor's comment: these answers meet the requirement of the course
syllabusthey're sufficient to serve as notes fbr a recitation or discus-
sion. Ithi. Governale's actuaZ answers were considerably more detailed--
and in some cases, varied from the preparatory notes as a resat of
reflections between the time the notes were made and his actual recitation.

Note his answer of the chapter's lead question, "why is ethics necessary?"

Ethics is necessary because himan beings are often confronted by \sit-
uations in which decisions as to right and wrong behavior must be made.
Laws.and religion fail to cover all areas and all specific situations.
Laws must themselves be made with an eye to ethical considerations. No
religion is.universally accepted and no religion is understood by all
people in the same way. Ethics should attempt to fill in these gaps.

4.23
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INTRODUCTION TO ETHICS. Model Term Paper

The following term paper, The Dilemma of Euthanasia, by Nancy L. Bailey,
a nursing student at Skagit Valley College, is an example of the standards
expected for a term paper.

(1) It conforms to compositional requirments.

(2) Statements are documented by authwitative sources of data and
respectable moral commentators who have credible knowledge of the
topic.

(3) Several viewpoints are entertained critically.

94
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By

Nancy L. Bailey

gnbtocluaion

Phihmaphy 215
Shag, Li Val:Ley Catiege

gurie, 1776
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Death. deem ,to me one o, he few evidenced in natuite
of -Me opeitation of a ciLeative in-tellig.ence exhibiting
qualiii.ed which 9 4.ecori-se. ad mind diug To have
61undeited onio .the coin of eneAgy called life dhowed
a 40 /Li of mati.gnani poweR. AP.e.4 having &Lunde/led on
ILA -to have conceived of death wad a /teal dbroke of
geniad.

9 6

DA. Logan Ciendenning.
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alTL-9N6

The4i-6: 44.4aming .ihe ultima-te value o &man Lice, each indi.vidual
ha4 a 441-ght io dea.th fol.-M. diriby.

5. Me Dilenna o4 adhana4ia
A. Deitini-tion4
B. ilL:toluy

C. CaLide and 64ect

gi. Mcin4e44.ation4

A. Death uti-th thini4
B. The grukvizlual and IlLo kiikte

M. Aiii-tuded on 6aihana4ia
A. +long ihe Medical PRo4eA4on
B. Arvng. Realiou4 cibowid
C. Legal Opinipn

N. Amiumen.te

A. %/to-eu-thanazia

B. Anli-eathana4ia

V. 6va1llati0n4
A. The Funute
B. Solulion4 and Alleirnati-ve4

i
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5,i'774610-5(111

Medi.cal .technology had advanced thi4 centuity az.4 a raacinating

pace. Smal4iz and polio have been neaftly eAadicate4 Anedthezia

44 been developed Vaccinationd cute available mea4le4 dip.theltia

and ,tetanud. Machine:, have been developed aid in .o4i4, .duck

a4 the Swand--Cians catheieA, and io aid in Aedu 4eitation and maiatenance

o, 14e. The developnemt ac antibiatic4 culd inAulin had prolonged many

lived wizich itould adze/wide have been lo4t. Technology had advanced ,t o

the poiat wizeite we a/te now raced mid_ A a dilenna ad to how long

4hould be prolonged

Ule cute now raced uAith .the red.tion4 which conceAn &e cul,:_ty or

Aathen than the quaatity. Having given ouAdelved .the fawn hi
give and take way l4e, we aite now raced with the aweidomene4.4 or Aid

itetpon4ibi2i.t$4

Advanced .technology and 4vcial 4e44u/te4 have al4o guided 114 iato

depeAdonalijation or the individual. 64peciat4c in a ho.dpidal 4Ltuation,

.the individual cee/4 he ha4 104. hiw conbtai o4 29ze 4it1alion, had

azn.de or iden,ti.ty. Too orten tite meAe tem! "patieni" placed

ihe individual in a catego/ty. "The paiien,t usi-th C. " '7he lung in 23"
Fo/t Aeadon, 5 have endeawited 4. ade the uvAd peAwn wite/teveA

p044ib2e. The individual Itacing death Ld nat meRely a patieat, he

a peltivn, uéw led lived and 1aughec4 loved and au:4d

5 have attenpted o deal wi-th. a Aatheit bawd 4ubject in a 4E1a-time4

41101Lt invert. Theiterolte, wveirage L neceddaAily bitiet and zu4ace.

6arit 04 .dte 1zint4 «welted (Aelifi.on, medicine, hidfrAy,) could be

developed in iidelr. S lolve attenpied do give a biwed vi o4 .the

4ubiect and a Autvey or reel2ng4 on bath 4ded or the qued.tion. 5,1
9 8 4 .28



hoped .to give an evaluation o4 an alteAnative which

"'eel 4upe/zioit dp an ove4 11 enamdenemt vit the need 40/1. legalised

euihanazia.

9 9
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TIC 1.1.9L5 VIA OF 8.1TNANAVA

6u.thana4ia id a avid de/rived Prom ihe 9nee1 meaning, "happy

cleaih". The Oxfoitd 61914.417. Dictionany (1971) de,ine4 Li ad "the

aciivn (4' inducing a quiet and eady death". Welmien'A Thind, New

gniennational Lkiciionany (/967) defined eui9zana4ia a he "act

on p4ac2ice of painlemly io death pen4on4 4u4ening Pam an

incwtable condition on di4ea4e". Definiiion4 do no4 howeven,

define ihe complesi.ty and enonmiiy of ihe dilema of eathanazia.

Therm one 4evena1 di-gene:Li 4,044 of e1thitana4ia, al.do called by

'Jame "mency hitting" and by athenz $zundeiL". Active euihana4a

Ld ihe pnoced4 wheneby Life i4 ended by an ovexi action, 4uch a ihe

injection of a &tug OA balad of ain Itnoun iv be lethal. Paddive

euihanadia 44 ihe act of omi44ion, nequining. no mice ihan ihe nefuzal

io wde "extnaondblany" mean4 5 pnolong Not gi.vin g. inbeavenou4

feedingd, antibiotica, OA omi.tting 4uAgeny ane foam of pad.dive

euihana4ia.3

TWO mane divizipn4 cue necogniseth voluniany and involuniony

euihana4ia. Voluntany adhancusia expteaded "the following of ki.e

ai.4/te4 of a cohenen4 alent and onienied pen.don wizo ha4 made hnoun

hid de4ine lo end hi4 14e PA itecz40n4 oit pain (phydir.al WW1/0A

menial.), and who will pnoceed o canny oui mat hinz4elf (4uicide)

A neque4t ihat Lt be cannied oat by anoihen when he 44 phydically

unable iv penfoam ihe act. gnvoluniany eathanadia occdin..4 when ihe

pen4on Li phyzically and menially unable io mahe /1.Le Wate4 hnoun.

Th.e pen4on may be comaiade and in a vegetative Aittiey wIt only

biological functioning evideni. Thid w2cdd a140 apply in ihe cade

of a cyroAtily defonmed nacho/tn. J thL ca4e the deci4ion wauld be

4.30
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2.

made that a quality l4e no longert exi4ted and action (pazoive oit

active) uvuld 6e made to end that

Tito 4e 4avoiting voluntaity euthanazia adopt a pelvionali.4,tic applwaclz,

dealing with individual4' n4ht.4 tv cont./tat thea deAtiny. 1ito 4e

112w/ring invo Liz/Unity euthana4a adopt an appizoach. paRtly pe/zzonaliAtic

and pa/ttly eugenic taken dealin g. with ilto4e bo/in. a4 nwn4bw.tiiiiez cii

bath and mental delective4. Th.o4e endo/t4ing eathanadia ,0,4 all who

cute a &Aden io 40 ci.e.ty enclo/we a wholly eugenic appmacJz.

The i.44ue Li indeed a complex one. Many ve.4.tion4 itequi/te

an/lye/zing, Itequae 4ciudiny and Andy. The veity veation oj

ilme/tcy" L am/Lab-le, a4 degitee4 04 44e/ting, would need too be a4.4e44ed

*and evaluated. At Slat poini doe4 death occuA.2 The Ad Hoc Connittee

o the Haltvaitd Merliral School atienpted to develop .4ome c/ti.teAia

definition o4 death in 1968. The.de a/te: uruteceptivity and unite-

Acon4ivene44, 2) no moveneni4 oit bneaing aPeA. one howt'.4 ob4e4vation

wi.th. the fix/if:a/tato/L. og (oit thitee minute peitioda acte/t the peA4on

had been on /zoom aidt Pt ten m4nute4 and hi.4 oxygen level wa4 de-

teRmined to be within nonmal 1im:4 ab4ence oj aLL Aectexe.4,

4) a flat electizoerzcephalog/win (&) 4hourt in a ien minute Aeco/uling.

Repeated wi-tizin iwenty-lowt hozuz.4, 4howing no /r.e4pon4e p41tcid5rt9, 0 /L

noLde and wi.th the machine at full amplihzde P/L 5.-- /00 zeconc14.

lloweveiz, even .theze pointe afte ampable. The pat efs Li no.t a

po4i..t.i.ve due a4 theAe have been cadet' wh.eize th. wa4

4eveizat kouii..fi aid the peltdon Aecoveited Ca4e4 have been known o4

Pat e g 4 wheite 6/twilling hat, corainued '0 2 up 25) Dec/tea/Jed

tenpeitatuite and othe/t cac4o/t4 can aLteit the /Leading.

The claeorna o4 eu,thanazia Ld no,t a new one. 4zzong pivLmLLve
4.31101



3.

peopled the pnactice f ecitho,zadia exid* although the methocld wene

not o Pen painZed.d. Plutanch mention,' 1 I &Cide ao a cannon cadtom

Spanta on childnen /nom hth /04 health and viio/z.

Ani.d.totle enclon4e4 pnacti.ce in hi.d Sn

Plato favo4.4 'suicide 124 a .zeme4 /on unbeanable pain. Volunterny

ezdhana4ia, elpeciaLly fon the aged and infirm, wad monally 4anctivned
4 P01299404 6oicte4u4 Seneca, Cicely ar:zd Pliny the Youngen. 9n
.Yncli.a L wa4 once ca.dtomany thnow old people into 49Le canged. .Yn

ancient Sanclinia, old Inez wene clubbed to death 4 thein oun 40n4.
guclaisirt, 761A71 and Chni.dtioni.4 have oppo4ed eathanadia and 4uLcide,

declan.ing. the fani_ly and 24e Loe4 a 42C4I2C4 Ste 4uptedine4
0 pitniO at1.4 4ince Scniptuned no ate authoniged man to
cledtnoy innocent human life, man ray not authonige Aim4e4 to do 40,

.5 .4 Thomad Arinad feLt euthanadia and Arica:de to be a uaturpation of
the Cneaton'4 powen mien li.fe and death. La ten a neccrdenatim, of
eathazadia becane evident Si4. Tnanci4 Bacon. in The Neu Atlanti4
endonded voluntaiv euthancusia fon .tite ci.tisen4 of /zi-d idopia- David
Ilione and arrnanuel Kan4 laten kledtexn phi.204a,alten4 endon4ed euthanadia.
6uthanadia wa4 endon.ded on a Lange 4ca2e. Nasi, 9eiviany meerLd of

getting nicl o "uncle-linable/ and providing a peit4eci /Lace.

Sui.cicle wad approved by cen.tain .docieti.ed. The &fix& 4littee
&raw he44e4 into hen hu46ancl'4 funenal pre. The Buddhz4t and

Shituo approved theidz practice ai hani-hani. Dueling. 1/X14 at one 'time a

4e4pected method of paneling one'4 AO ned.e. at dite coAi of death. The

Astec gnca4 allowed 4uici4 Pythagana4, Nato and 4ni4t0 tle held
4uicide ad a cnime again4t 40ciety ne,66in.g 40ezety ait a ne.dounce;

however, all juatified &a-Cie& CCI,Jed f0 4 MeACIAL death. The
sioir-d gene/lc/Um approved of Ae pima-ice. 8

4.32
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4.

7ne 6athana44:42 Society o Arne/Lica wad e4tablieshed in 1939, ex-

pne44ing. publia Auppont Con legalising. eathanadia. They have ditafied

piwpadaLd cfm. legalisation oC ewthan...elia wU. &neat pnovidiond 4a1te-

guaoding. againAt munden, fnaud, and undue ho.ze. So fan, all egolad
io Legalise any Pirm o, eathanazia have Called.

Recealy ilLene had been whai had been de.6cnihed ad a "illanaiology
boom", Thene La an incnea4ed awanenead 04 death in booko, teclfunee, etc.

Fullen Tonney, M.D. oC tAe SianCond 1.In2vendity Medical Ceitien 1mi-tea

Since 1900 .the avenage 14e expectancy haz incnea.ded Pon

47 io 70 yean4. 9 .t had been eatinzated .that one Plinth o4

aLL lusnan being.o who have even neached age 65 cute alive 42day.

Made oven 65 cite exioected incneaese Prom 18. 5 million in /966

42 24. 5 million in 1980. (One ma o4 eveny e4h4 5 it concert

and hean,t 4i..4eade, 9Le 1eadin cauze.o oCs death, can be &fought

undert conbwi we will haVe maAtened the cauded o neanly halC

OWL cunnemt death",

Sidt 9e0nge Thom4en in The Fonedeeable Futune 4ee4 a fLnwz uizene

aLL death4 will be by accideni .9
Death ha4 become unacceptable in owl. we.eienn zociety oC "can do"

accanpliohmeni and pnognett4. Sigmund Fneud in 2eftection4 on Wan. and

Death stated: "..7n .the .subcort.aciouo even,' one oC ue 4:4 convinced oC hid/0
ism/do114 " Demik La cit in.ouLt. The gnvantali-ty NetadetteAl publi.shecl

CaAfiNtnia, .d.frtiefit VeatiL 1.4 an impaditi.on on ihe lusnan /Lace and no

longen acceptable. " Reinhold Niebulut: "Me ending 04 min Li.C.e uould

4.33103



5.

not thlreaten 4 we had not (.21,Je4e made owuJe/ve4 Ae centen of
life 14 meaninp. " Sidney Hook: "The /romantic peda"mion u/aych. nvunn4
man14 finitude La a vain lanent that we one not goc14. " Societi.ed
fon ciripnicd 6eneesi.ng newly dead bodied fon 4e4Amation when a cwLe
-1:4 (ound) cute in openation.

Death had been given .t/Le lairti.diMert4 Mi4 no doubt
dpringd (nom the "homy of man'4 6ani4hment eden, amdenned
bea2nre montai. &manta% had alwayd been a condition fon penfection.
Cluti-extiani4 14 in4i-dienCe on an aftenlife and Heaven i4 an attenpi 233
deny owl. finitene4a.

Sociaiogi.cal chenged in the family 4.e/we-tune and the way we view
eveiL incitemexing aged population had atdo hi La egea, gn the

pa man deaLt witA death in a digenent wa People died in i./Lein
homed, in lariii4vL 411/1tounclin94 with thein loved oned nean by, and when
death cane, it cane. The dying fidid:UCIL Waa played by the dying pendon
hinz4e4 He iLeceLved cani.4 and Aix/4 bound old uoundd, adha
/ono: vate44 of tirade /Le c.eit he had uvrorrgec4 4eteed hie affaind.
7/Le Late/L yeau Of ./4e wete 4pent with family, living with childnen
and approaching age and death with dignity. gn /958, 60.9% died at
home; in /975, new:4 80% died in it-46-.75114.M14 avay familian thing4/5
and people. gnaLeuding wrbanikaion, tire decneading -made of fanilsz
cohe4ivene44 a4 a uni.4 incite:using financial 6unden4, and a decnea4ing
4en4 e of obligation of AYze young to the old have left many to clLe alone
and comiotien. T/Le fonmen 4en4e of meaningful humanity at the end of
life had given way 251 avoidance, Zdolation and machined.

Techno logy had advanced io Vie /mint etAeJLe man had put hindelf
in a dilenna. machined ane available to keep the heaAt beating, to keep

ain exchanging in .t/Le LIm2j, intnavenou4 leedin94 keep the 604 ce114
4.34
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6.

nowLi Ahed, and we can end up wi..th a pendon who id pneAerti in body only;

a l4ele44 zhell mechartically Cuncning. Daniel C. Mc:pa:4e had diaxed
the pitoblen .thi-d way:

Man Le .the only animal who know he Le going .62 die ond who

dip aLdo know he can &ling about hid oun death. Ort,ly man can be

btoubled, like Hamlei, about ihe nelative advaataged oc death

oven continued iivinp. Befone Wte pno4pect o4 dealt man La,

.the mo.d.t poignant den.de oc Sanbtei4 plutade, "condemned .62

kteedom". He my allocate hi.d ourt death on paddively avaLi itd

annival. He may have death by chance oC death by cApice. He

may aLdo, in a neCteative way, allocate death fOR oihend when he

jutlfed ihat centain valued ouiweigh Az need on nillt.t afo Amain

a tLye. Srdeec4 4h0we iizat :nen have clvden death Ion

admit men with a nathen Conmidable lAbeitai,.% Mert have aldo

choden iv btht ilLeiA oun lived .62 a voiumtany clooe,

Lô no 9en4 .4:Amy .that luimana have inaditipnally been much

quicken 42 luatiCy the kLLLin. o4 o.thend bian .the hitting 24

At my nate .t/Le pitoblen oC death--clealing had taken

on new :urgency becau.de oC nevolatianany develop:tette in medical

4ci.ence, .the laggardly diate °the law and inzpon.tani 4/44 in
/6

mortal ouilook.

Let u4 look at whal happend .62 a pendon when he becomeo a

patierz.t. Becone admi.ddizon you one di/mated by dbtangend Au dicleneat

uniConnd Pan digenent depanimemid ihnough a 4e/tied o4 &ate, qued.tion4

and Pod. You arm led .62 a nom and pun Canily Ld oid p toaLt

elect/Ake/Le. Once in. Ae /loom, you ane iold do Ablip, given a yam io put
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7.

on mAich !..4 open in the baci amd baAely ooveA4 ati, hown a

bed, then cuthed nvne ve4tion4 and inthzuc,ted ;12 moite

Some of Vz,e que4tiun4 you will be aized will conaideA "Nut fanily

yoult 4ocia hiAtony, uslw doe4 the coohin, how muck and how

open you &tin& and Vow 4 Y UIL Love L4e-21' Depending on the degitee

of yowl. illne,J4 you will be 'subjected to vanioL4 tube4 put in a44oAted

oA4ice4, awnynou4 pilLi and liquido thAu-dt doun youA ihnoa4 you will

be tunner4 pushed, lifted and pulled. You will be -told /LAE,/ iv

and when wahe, mite-theft oA not you aAe allowed out of that bed and

and foA what diziance and length of time, wiat and when to eat, how

much. wateA 4., &fink and when you may dninh nothing a. aLL You may

be pimen laxative.s when you need none, and taken IDA i.e4t4 wLA nane-d

and puApo4e4 you do not undeAatand. (Agri the .te4i.4 aAe done the

Ae4alt4 may be kept a 4ecAet Pom you /OA 4eveAal clap, oA you may

neveA be hold ihe Ae.oult4 a all. Plodeedy Le a time con4uming buAden

the .4t4f, and it i4 fait ea4ielt iso lift and Awn usiXt the 4heet4

f you a4h they may AenembeA iv pall the cuAtaina taken putti.ng.

you on the bedpan, and don't (covet to tell then to move the table with

wuit UXLieit and gla44e4 and Ae caLL ti.9kt whene you can 'teach. then. You

oat be called ei-theA by wait fiA4t ncane, oA peAhap4 "hone,/ oA

"cAandpu". Of coun4e, L i4 all fon. youA oun gooc4 and "they" all know

be4t. Don't mahe tRouble by azhing what that pill i4, oA
the opeAation La /teally nece.d4ani, becauae that Le ,0 .then ifs know. 5 t

i4 PA then 4) know youA diagno4i4 and pAogno4i-4, and how much. you 4hou Id

4ee youA family. No childAen undeA 4ixteen, two von4 peA mom,

houA4 thAee houA a day.. cAandna La clying, no .9 don't think

little Billy 4hould 4ee

106
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counoe n cold and unfendty, zomaimea Ainge

cute .explained befone ihey'ne done iv yinz, crld jeziLa and .tubed one

neeetwany fon. new veity. The poira Ala indimidual pexeon become.,

a "pa,tiene, Me man in 2113. Re limed conbtol. oveA InalleA4 which ageci

ihe nto.ta penzonal Ming Me/Le L hi..6 own body and hi.4 won

6124abeih Kublen-R044 1xini4 oui in hen booh OnDeaand
Wm a penzon 4 .fievencly ill, he o eated like a pen.don Lai-7th

no nighl an opinion. " '7
7V ailelvi io couraenact and pnoleci ihe individual pm iheee

dehamani.iing Awe,' the Paiieni'A Bill of RighlA wa4 dram up BALeftg

Aiaied Ae paiLen ha4 a nighl ia ,the coLlotoing:

1)4' con4ide1Z2ie Aelpea(al caAe

2)4) infomaikon conceAning ALA dia91to4i.4 pn09n041-4 and ineanera
3)1O incoAmed 02n4era

4)1:0 AefaAe .tAsa.imerd

5)41 pAivacy

6).to a4iclera2tili4
7)io Agema/

8)4' hnow the nela;Lion4hip4 of hi-o ho.apistal 4' oihen agenci.e.a

(1).to hnow of nedeanch and nefime iv pardicipate

/04' continuLty o( cane

11) iv exaninaiion and explanation of

12)4) hnota nutti and negulation4 and how Meg affeci kinti8

When approaching dealt in a hozpLiat, iite Ailkid of M..: in:availed.
Income none endongoted. Reebrictiond ane often placed on coatily. Once

con4cioudine44 decizion 1,01, ihe (mount .and ,type

14e-4414tuning egaida often. /teat wi.th the dochmkt. Tube4 one. placed

4.0
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9.

1/14 Lfl 'teamed, doun the node and Afloat, in the bladden. The

pendon may be hooked up to machined that tell hid tempenatune, 4e9ulate

hLi nubtition, blood pi:wane and herm,thecti.

When 44/e4.ing betomed acute and condiant in the plat 4409e4 ojt

Life, wizn thene IA no hope ,04 Cll/Le 04 &wove/if to a meaningful 14e,

when 40 LW.Le is1 leAt of life that thene id a wued.tion ad to mitethen

Life indeed ex.i.e.t4, who had ihe /Light v neleade the pendon to die

peacefully, witAout machined and Athed? Who lead the night to end ikid

duffeiting? What veitenia can be accepted to define the

quality o Life acceptable to wannant Ltd continuation?

&bent Kavanaugh, M.A. AD, expn,edded ifte idolation of the dying

individual: "At &nth ad at death, man Le alone. Ai binth, mut alonenedd

can only be felt in pnimiti.ve feelingd, date a Oult ewsly
/9

feelingd wee iteAuirnected and we know oun idolation." 90 OWL obligation

to help the dying pendon face hid death 14044 peacefully by allowing

him full Anowledge and full aippoole Can we help him uwelt &rough Aid

fe4vt.4 .to the pendonal meanithig. of cle.ailt Pit him? Can we accept hid will

uiten he had deaden death oven a 14e wiich he condidend meaninpledd and

tenbeanable beepred hid endmance?

A Living Will had been cbeatin up and made available by the &M-

onadic 6ducation Council in New Voelli. ALdwugh L holdd no legal 'once,

the hope of the goneip and i/104C MAO duppoitt At Living. Will id that U

will hold mond. lance. .gn pan.t Lt neadd ad follow: "Death id ad mucIt

a neality 04 64.4.4 gnowth, maternity and old age 4 & time corned
when 5 can no Amgen lahe pant in decidiond (04 m wen Pune, let th.id
dlatenent Atand ad an orneddion of my widited, an dtill of doeind

mind " 9 then goed on to the ef.fect that the pendon mated to be
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egont4 will be scultheld Ilium death cla2m4 the bocty and 4pLtü The

onde4 Ld runiiten OIL venbally unden4toocb "No Code". Comfoni Ld

provided foit the patient and exinoondinany mean4 ane urrAheld, A 1969

poll of A44ociation of Ameicican Phy.dician4 found 87% approved of

pa44ive eathata441, and & 134 admated having pnacticed it. 23 5n ano.then

4unvey ("4 Oacage ontenni44 of "he 156 mita neeporader4 61% admated

practicing pa44ve eu.thana,sia, Dn. lliaiten (V. Sachett, a Miani geneltal

pnacti-tionen, eetimate4 Agit the ruon6en of 4ziciar.4 practicing

paddive eu.thanadia i.4 70. The choice of leng.thening o& 4Iwntening

14e, pecdJ n owl modenn techrullopical a9e, Ld unavoidable fon

clocton4. 9. i a &term ilia lnU4i be faced PAy4ician4 mu4t choade

between ineatmari4 providing le44 menial and p1zy4icai thread and a

Alum-ten I4e fait the tennInal patient, 04 one pro1on9in). .14e a iite
co4t of much 4uffenin9.

The pnoblen may 6e dealt uri.th. by an appnoacit .to a.4 a matten

of 127.th centuny exi4tentialLit philaeophy ad a 'motion aa ai2 the

nighinem of 4114.C4de. 2144I4ication fon .the doc.ton ihen depende on

drat A24 patieat map ethically do and .thenefcgte what ALI ciaao4 may

et/IA:catty a441...di him h2 do. 7hi4 affeci4 the clocton'4 /role in actively
ha4ten2ng death oit ceaoing effonta to prolong 144 The application4

pouring oat of a "double effect principle" onlyinally developed by

med2evat Catholic .theolog2an4: "that an ac.tion .that Iza4 the painany

effect of nelLeving 44 fen.in2. may be e.thically dual.fi.ec4 even .thou91;.5

Wee 4ane action ha4 a 4econdany effect of 1z.4461 y matting death. "

Jn Zunich .;u41.4enland on 2anuany 15, 1975 DR. &remota ram accu4ed

and aNte.died 44nving Ai4 patien,t4 deaih. Tie change wa4 6a4ed

on 6e2i4 Act &err:val. Aad not been doing all he could io keep 4tane

110
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pat2ent4 alive by pnovicling gazinic (eeding.4 th/tough a nado-ga4bac
tube. He had given intnavenou4 (luid4 to maintain electnolyie
balance and hydnation but had /rejected otheft ectitamdinany mean4 (on
kePping iizade with innevenzilile 6/tain danage ciLLve The anne4t and
publicity we're p,cczLLt nvtivated , enet Dn. Haennenli becane Cleave
C14 a ne4ult in openly ili-ica44ing Pelingd about euthanazia and the
pnoll.mging o( ti.(e at ihe expende 0 4 414e/Li119. The type oit patient
to :Aid?. he applied ihi4 pninciple o( orni44on wvte not thoze who tow
menely 4enite, not &Ade with a 4ingle in(iitntity malting then unable to
CCIAZ 40A tIten4e1 ved, but on tho4e with id:neve/edible &gain danage, iho4e
dto4e bnain4 have. died but aho have pneaenved .tponiczneou4 ne4pi.nation4.

The (eeding4 anc? clnug4 that keep tite4e people alive etne, in hi4
opinion, jadt ad dnt4icial a mean4 o( 4upponting li(e C14 4d cz ne4pa4/4
He cal.14 (on an adequate ab4envat2on pe/tiod and that "inneve1L4i4le

!main (unction be acceicd a4 the def.-jai-Von o( luznan, ad
oppo4ed to biological death.

The Arneni.orzn Medical 1944ociation o4Wai4 conclann4 me/Icy killing
and oppo4e4 le9i4lative Wont-4 to de(ine the moment o( death. They have,
howeven, adopted a "death wi.th dignity" nedolution 4tatingl "The ce44ation
o( Az enplopent o( vet/taw:di/laity mean4 o( pnolongirbg the .11.(e o( ,the
body taiten Aene j inneAdable evidence Az biALogicaL dea.th id intninen.t
414 tite clecizion o( the patient and/on hi.4 if:mediate (anily.

Statc4ii.c4 al40 indicate that al.though p1u4ician4 cute naluctant iv
4up,wnt active euthana4a, in a p2I1 neponted by Med.i.cat Opinion in May
o( 1974, 79% expne-64ed 402 belie( in the patient 4 lailitt IV have a
40 y about hid ourt detzA. Acconding iv p211.4 docion4 cute neluciant to
bleat 4alvageable ou un4alvagea6 le patient4 who cute 4evene4 bnain
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danaged Mate sane wJJLn1. to withhold ineatment a

only aften bnain death had been ediablidhed 4J cute neponted ad waling

incneade dodaged ()IC pain nelieven the extentil Running a ALA

o, nedpinatony annedi in tenminaLly iLL patientd.

Laynen and phydiciand make a didtinction between "tenminal"

patientd not alwayd obvioud to the laynen. The ,ohydician digenentixtted

between thode patientd wiv can be maintained oven a condidenabie

peniod o4 time negandledd oit the level oit pit pLcaL didcomfont on menial
39

deficit and thode patientd whade condition cleanly teminal.

Since no lawd today cleanly Aline the phydician'd Rolf? in

euthanadia the decidion lied quietly in the liandd and con-science o,

the individual docion. The necent Quinlan cade nedolved

Conzidenationd tome not made on tile badid o4 the level o4 441-eititz9,

Apical detenionation, pnodpectd of .ewveitj, Haiten'd oun valued and

adpinationd. Deciding it wad a medical decidion, the count did not

Jet any diaandandd udteneby the plupician dhould maim a judgment 04

death and theneby be motected Prom accudationd and modecutiond o4

mwden.3/ lloweveA, the dilerrna nenaind unavoidable. When 'No Code"

awlend ane mitten and feedingd withite164 it id then the minded who

deal di/wetly and daily with the patient. They dometimed the

phydician de(endive and non-nedisvnzive when it corned to dealing with the

dying pen...don and hid Artil46

hiunding mapagine had undentaken 4, etiolate dome ruinded' iteelingd

and opiniond on death and cly.ing and on the ma-URA o4 eatizanadin. .9n a

dunvey neponted in Octoben, 1975, 7)1 o, 'Mode polled favoned voluntany

paddive euthanadia, 2.14 had mixed feelingd, dlightly in fawn oit hLo

and only wene againdt L gn the matten oit voluniany active

eathanadia, 4indingd wene digeneth 17% in PlooRt 31% with ntifefl.2
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cee2ing4, 4144 in lavon, and 35% again-tit voluntaAy active euthanasia

gn the matteA 4' allowing defontned newbonn4 o clie, cavoAed kLo

action, 39% had mixed Pelingd but we/Le 41,i9htly in cavon. When meshed

4 any had even. knowingly helped hadien death, 21% Aedpondecl in the

a4P.Amative.

Comnemtd weAe Aolicited aLto. Thede aim cm atone nevealing ojf

the depth ot 4e2inge expenienced by rua.ded wio Ace the .dubject ojf

death daily. One nuAde advocated caning Ion AAP-dive inlantd with

iArteven4ible tenminal conditiond and de7lo/wnale4 a4 one would ai home:

'Keep him w2Am, clAy, and ced addled and lovedlet &byte do heA wW

wiAout the wde of itancy nevi/tato/Le and otheA appanatu.d. " Another:,

defined: "L4e .duAtaining: fooc4 oxygen, geneAal bodily nuAtting cam.

6xiAawaiitaity LV4 itees4ci4ztivn, blood inan4u4oad, nedpiAaton.d. "

Ilene an.e .dome ()theft conment4: "Death. L the &leading and -t wiat we

do .61 ouA patient4 " 'We 4aved him, 4 you can. call it that. ... What

to id an ego tAip 4vt ad. 11 32
PO VA 0 4 60 Ci0 /14 and nuA4e4 diowed a 4ign4Lcant vaniance

oit opinion and calf udp acconding lo thein, Aeligioad bachgRound The

'none Aeligioud, the mane comtontable he 4.4 IOLA deadly 101(2.i the nwne

lihely he La to oppme tahing away 14e in otheA4 (actively on.

pa.saively) OA him44.33

(7uda4s4n and Mohanmedanim have oppo4ed euthanadi4.

had oppoded euthana4a. &del ChALatian paini.dtic wAiteA4 allowed fon.

euthanadia lit aded 4 MA444" i0 avaid apo4tady, 0 A iV Adirtilt

V14114 51. 2enome authoaised it only in deAn...de. o cha4ti4
St. Auguatine, widen no rincumdiance4. Si. Thomad Aguinad mote:

"Suicide .4141 the mo.di 6,1 41n4, becau-de ix cannot be /repented "
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ChRietian buRial wa4 denied to LcLcLe a4 eaRly a4 A.D. 563 and i4

4till. Reiuzed by C0tholic4. No.ie.6tallij.4112 doe4 noi outlaw eathanazia

unarzimouzly. The /951 NedbyieRian cam/1cl Amemb ly Rated euthanasia

contRadictoRy 4i ilte Sixth Commandment. Thomad Re, ullume atopia

included euthanazia, did not outlaw L in aLL ca4e.d. FRanci-o Bacon

liz h4 4 New Atlanti4 called PR a "itaiR and eav pamage". golan Donne

liz Biathanato4 4aid it wad "not 40 nat.-um-1 a 44.rly that it may neveR

be otheRwide. " CR044Roadd buRial (0 41.1ic44e.4 MA not abolidhed

9w/tie 91/ in the 17.th centuRy. &Litany had a Rite called The Moly

Stone ulteRein al.ten laAinited weAe adminiAteRed hhe petilloneit

euthanaAia th.e oldedi living Relative dRopped a laRge Atone on the

petitione414 head 6ngliddz law called PR con,i4cation ot° aLL pRopeRty

q a 4u-icicle by the 4tate, and the JaLth1e4 al& judged inzase.

The value o 44,.thig, and the ab.dolute &minion o cod cue ihe

oi? Relig2ou4 aveAdion ho eathanadia and .Juicide. The Roman

po.dition Ld that man Le menely ciLdiodion, Aiewand o hie

ourt bocly, old h04 no pReRogative ho cau.de 14e ho end Chnitstianity

doe.d not accept Lit& at) mearting-leAd and va2ueled4 but 4e-e4 a

meaningfulnem in 44/f eitina4 puRilication. The po.dition i, iltat

"9od 14 the humane ma4ten oi? 14e and death and that no Amnon being

14 allowed to aduRp 1114 dominion 40 deabeRatety to put an end to

eitheR ALA van OA anyone etie'4 without aadloitiscdion and

the only authoRisation cu the ChuRch Recognised aRe a nation engaged

in =A, execution eq cRiminalA by a goveRnmen4 killing in 4e4k

deAn4e ... The ciuxRch h04 neveR allowed and neveR will. allow the

kLLlin oi? individuald on the giwwwle o/f pRivate expedience;

inAionce ... putting an end to pRolonged 4A4ing wz, hopele.44

ti 35
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St Augustine exp/tesded .the value ojf 44f.eiting: 14 le a/Le PAbidden

(euihanadia) in the law 'Thou 41taLt noi kill How much moite

4hould Chiu.stian4, JuL adoite ihe .inue Cot4 and aim whoily at ilte

eteAnal dwelling4, ne4bwin then4elve4 Porn Aid foul wi.chedne44,

wheneven L pleadeth Cod .152 expo.de ihen PA a iime to taste o ten-

!vital exiAenitied, ei-dteA ??0/L ihein iitica, OA ?OA co/meat:on 4ake " 35
The aApsnesd Le made counien 4' ihe idea oc cod'4 4oveAe4ni4

Fon, 4 yod held I4e io be 4acAec4 why doed & noi inie4eAe when

illne44 and waA bning 44iteain9.2 5 /1.e. doed 110 &AA?, 40Ve4ei9flA4

must 6e limited, O/L peithap4 He want,' u4 to ac t. athemoide potge4

may be asdumed to be Limiied, OA He doed no.t caAe. OA doe4 ilte justice

ot' Cod come only acteA deatit.2 -37

PaAsive eLtana4a, oluntruty and involunia/ty, /tad 6een, in

pAinciple and in Ac4 acceptable io CathoLi.c MOA0,1 theo2ogion4

4ome Lme. gi even Aeceived the endoadene.at os Pope &ZIA x.LL in 1957

in an addne.44 ñ, ihe 9niennational CongAed4 os Artesthediologistd.

6,diza0fl1JinaRy mean4 do noi Aequi.Ae io 6e uded

Theite La 4ome opposition even wiihin ChAisfiani-ty ihe view ihat

,Juititeizing Lii meanindul and valuable io ihe 40uL Painceion ethicist

Paul ROI7L4ely .deed death a4 the eneny, 6/tinging a "41tativting 4epaAation

40a1 and body. ChAistian4 thu4 p4open4y thread death, and in ih.eilt
.33

caAe AA ihe zich wiAely laid AA punclation4 o4 Westenn mecteicine. "

Some poirt, mat .6ai (7e4u4 Act hi4 'ace iowcutd 2eAu4alen, Ally knowing

ihat dea.tli awaiied hint theite. The Scniptwied state "9/teaten love ha.th

no man ihan iALd, ihat he lay doun ALa 1.4e cOA ILLI4 Paendd. " They

point ou.t Pauline lonyinge io be AU oit IAL 6°4 The guedibm being.

a4ked 44 ".94 man Aedponsible AA Itim4e4 on 414 Lt a ' 4in to believe that

we aAe in chaAge and determine ou.A at..e and the fate uvAld. 'll? 39
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Non-iheologian4 ane nol bound by beliefd n cod'.d zupnemacy oven

individual life and arm mone concerned wilh 44e1w9 ad degnading nathen

than bninging none "mat inzighi. The DeL'j. ot atheidi feeLd 'Pvt.:tonal

duffening. in no way Aenved the in.ienedi4 o f cod arid conzon zenze de/nand-el

it be minimigec4 even at lhe C Ai of one'4 oun

Siatets law by viniue of L juny dydien had been lenieni

lowand "mency killend" and La hi.a.toitically .aynpaihe.t.hc. "Death u.,Let

di.r4:4" /vizir/lion Ld pnolso.ded in 15 4iale4, II of which call fit
pad4ive eulhanasia. '71te4e ULLA uvuld provide a legally binding way An

individuald lo declaim IACLIL noi lo be kepi alive 4 the/te iz no chance

lhey wLLL necoven Plan an iLlnead /t iniuny lhai had dedinoyed &fain
41

funclivn. " Jn ihe Oniled Siated now, however; lhene ane no /aim

pnateain 9. eu-thanazia, and a mency kitten can be changed with fidz.d.i

on decond degnee minden. The quedlion o "malice afoneihought" and

the inieni of cau4ing pain OR neleade Ld LU being debated and had noi

been legally nedolved

Jn zevenai 6unopean counlnied, nefonm movenenid arm aimed al

zhiPinp. the cenbcal cmiettation of cniminal law away Ptom IAe 4pe

of mime cm/rig-tied iowandd enidlaziz on lite iype of acion

pendonaLity of lhe cniminal. The moiive becomed Ike eleneni .that

Mai/dy Cleieirnined dadoificalion of hid ci,hne 9n Swiisenland and

Wedi 9e/smarty, me/Ley kWen4 ane neilhen char9ed non punidhed ad mundenend.

The Nonweigan penal code. of 190. breaid me/Icy killing ad a dpecial

mime, and leaved punidluneni Iv ihe didymium of .the judge. Special
pnovidiond on euihanadia appeart in lite cniminal cvded of lhe Soviei

Union and &land. homicide moiivaied by compamion and ihe

nequedi 14 'subject lo a modified penally. Only ihe penal code of

Ilnuguay of 1933 4pec4ica14 part,t4 .dte mency killen Pteedom
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42
Pon citiAtinal changed.

A callup poll anked the quention "when a peAdon han a &mane that

cannot be cuff* do you thi.nk that docioAd 41:mad be allowed by law

to end ihe patient 14 life by name painiedd mann 4 ilte patient and

kid Avail Aequedt Le" .9n /950, 35% Aedponded affiAmatively; t

/973 the peAcentage inc./waned iv 5, and fo/t undeA thiAty

67% naid ye4.113

Cu/mealy fowl. wayd of ending life a/te Letth aboAtion, capital

ptalidlunent, waft and 411A-Cide. The fatten meAely Ptom the difficulty in

p/zonecution o f the offendeA. Daniel C. Magid-4e feeld %re have ove/t-

ediimated otut maAal /tight to LLL in a militcuty nituatriin and unda/t-

entimated Lt in name medical and private dituationd " 2o.deplt Fle.tcheA,

p/tofennoIt of medicine and ethied a. ilte Ilniveltdity of ViAginia College

of Medicine, ntate.d: aite, by name At/Lange habit of rand and heaAt,

willin g. to in:pone death but unwilling. to peAmit it. We will juntify

humanly conbtived death when it violated the /adman iniegAity of itd

victim4, but we condemn it when it id an iittellig.ertt vohattcuty clecidion.

f death id not inevitable anway, not deniited by the dubjec4 and not

meAciful, Ld Aighteoun! .9f it La happening anfrway and La cneely embnaced
45

and me/tea:Al, then it wAong!"

How much duffening. nhould an individual be /sequined to endtute befolte

being allowed to die2 Now much. emotional and financial &Yam can we

expect of the family, when the/te Ld no adduAance that Zi-fe even ext.-din

at all? Do we o ffeA g/teateit. Aenpect PA an individual by keeping him

alive with machined and denying him amend iv edcape Ptom Ain pain,

allowing death do come quietly and painleddly?

Numeitoad caned cute ciled. Thefie id the hypothetical cade of

14i.d.ey" pAedenied by DA. Women ;qv:4 .deniDn nedeanch a4dc,ciade a.
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Kenne4 CenteA of &maize at 9eongetoun arrive/way at a meeting of the

3ntertnationa1 Cougne44 of Lew:fled Societie4 in the Field of Religion in

Septenben of /972. Ini-4.4y wad &nut with 4pind bifida wi& a meningomye-

lacele of .i'ce 4pLne, with no neflex coninol, kidney failune, memingitLe,

club fee4 luibrocephalu4 netanclation, no bowel OIL bladdeir conbrol and

bnittle boned. Until en yeand ago, 80% of drildnen Owur lilte fib:44y

died Now 75% live. (Uhat extent of life-pre4eAvill9, e4ont4 4hould he

made fon hen-2

Thnee appwacke4 could tie chaden: 1) a padzive approach opting.

PIZ. a long bat not veny zenene _RA, 2) keep /ten alive with. modem medical

iechnology hoping EDIL advanced in the bleaimen1 rrxii c....ne of Awl:.

defecte, and allowing medical .ecience to le. pram eA dnug4 could

tie gi.ven o cornfont hen and4o weaken hen ability io fight off the

inevitable death .4he faced.

Pa.44ve eatItana422 La favoned by fan nwne gnoup4 than the aciive

fwen. But 4.-4 L naly moire "viral to 4.frind by and do nothing wiLle

44e/zing incitea4e4 PA the family and fon the individual? .94 Lt even

ethical to end a life? 34 the .6in 4 orai.44on hene MEM ciiLLca1 than

the .din of cot:mi.-44°n? Ftddteit fee1.4 lzo4e dizazoing .the Line belween

pa44-ve and active euthanazia deceive themelve4, iflat both ane eat...ca./4
47

the 4ane.

When we Apeah of euthanazia, on pwviding the "good death" AM

drat giroup4 of people axe we offening oalvation? 2o4eph. Fleichen a44.4

fon the evaluation a( the qualitie4 of Ate &tisane Az mank4 of a

pensonat tieing. fon the a44etkment of quali_iy of life meniting continuation.

The4e ralitied ane inaimaL iniellifence (an 5Q not below 40), 4e4-

awanene44, 4elf-corti4ol, a .derue of time, of Atari/city, of the pa4, con-

cenn (OA ot1ten4, ability to comnunicate with othen4,
c6IniADI 1.48g
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exidience, cuniadiy, changeability, aid cAeaii.viiy, a balance nation-

a li.ty and feeling, cliziinth'veneAd and neoco/liical Alizetioning.

filagaine .tsugge44 active involuniaity euihanadia fon.

Stade 14e func.ti0n4 ai biological and p4dical 2eve4 bui noi in any
49

kind of 4pini.tua4 pdychological 04 Aelaiional mannen. Richa Ad

MeConmich, S. 2. .dugge.tito euiltana422 PA iho4e in tollom "veAy

gnowth in love of §od and neighbo4 and ihe Lae would be

bnpo.asi.bie". Paul Ran.dey, emineni C1A1-.tion iheolopion, feel-a "Theite

14 a monal impenati.ve iv ca/ce foA ihe dying. and neveA iv hattien

dying pni.ce.44 of ihaee who cute wiihin mut love and cane eickt "Avec

paiieni4 wit; a/te o aA bewnd owi love and caAe

ffeAen.i iv ihe pzi2en. wheiheA hie dying. IA accompli-illed 6, cr.;

.5V bubble of ai.rt o4 by ihe wiihdAawal of u4ele.d4 ondinaAy
51

4uch nounizhmen:!" an.e 4126jecie PA CACLICI.64.4. Lona moyninan

in 1935 called fon "legal AerJognition fon ihe pninapie ihal in ca.ded

of advanced and ineviiable fatal di.dea.ie, aiiended by agony which 4eache4

oA overt4iep4 ilte boundaniea of human enduAance, 4uffenen, aitteit

legal inguiity aid afie4 due ob4eAvaiion of aLL 4afeguanda, 41w)). have

ihe nigAi io demand and be eniated iv Aelea-de. '' 52

Miiland S. 6veiteii in .5c1eal4 of Life appode.4 admiiiing defective

dhild/ten iv .loci.e.ty "talw would be ceniain iv 4uffe4 any 40ciat

handicap (eriphaAid mine) PA ocanpie, any phyd..caL. on menial defec.i

ai uvuld pAeveni taannixige on would maim oihen.d -foie/wiz hi.d company

only Prom a 4en.de of mimic. Life in eaRly i4ancf#Lo veny cloze

io non-exi.dience, and admitting a cfald iniv mut 4ocie4 La almaoi lihe

admiiiing one Ptom poieniial iv actual exidience, and viewe.d n .tAi.d way

only nonmal Life 4.11ould be accepted "
53

Of mucoe, heAe we have usiolly

eugenic appnoach. which. can nun a .dhiveit. of Pan, doun mut ..dpine. Ullizo4

idALLL be Az diddled al IAA mama'? 1 1 9
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SeveAal 1mi-ten,' on ,the albject oit eu.thana4La i,zeo wzLi4 ol 14e.

They ci..te ihe neglect and lonelined4 and maningletiene44 14e led by

many etzleitly in nwt4ng home4 and low-4mi apaniment4. 4ug9e4ti0n

hd nat undenlying. ihat nathert .than have the4e old people

live arch cl.epite-d4ing live4, we coact Izaaten .then lowaAd a painietw

death.

Many good caded Con euthance4a have been made. 5n 'situation,'

whene .the tivie4.tion o/ whethe4 on noi 124 exL, .ke oon4ide/2on

become,' a valid one. AlielthAu4e expne44e4 thL

t watd 4een iltat 4 loAce con,tinultd ade o4 .t/ze ne4pirtaton

mohe a mocherty oC .the 4ac4edne44 oCI The aiLt o4 medic-lite ha4

long. been dedicaied ü, ,the Puhatication oit natuAal Conce4futt ihene muttt

ale, be a iime 4, 4u6mi.t when iite 4bragg1e ha4 104ti 1.41 human meaning.

To maintain a 9/tote-Nue nemnaat oc &man liCe by aidificial mean,' La ad

clean a violation oil naiwzal law ad any ,te4t ivbe baby could be. Bat

one mutt nat lo4e. oC the awe4ornene44,o4 deeming a 14e ...
be a 14e Act Li nat wonth living. "53

ca4e4 o4 gno44.ty deComed infon.t4, wheite death i4 kanineni,

Ccued og advanced imminat Lanetided AucA ad cancer; wheAe pain 2411

UllheOitabjey ca,de4 tol.ene coniiad dea.th had occunned and all .that La

leP functioaing i4 .the mechanical pnoce44e4 o4 &waiting and heaate

beat, menLt conAidenati.on in the quedion o4 actime and pad4Lve

eathanaoia. Concing bleatmen-t ihe an4weit?

The 2i9/714 (24 ihe 2m/4:victual again dedenve con4i4eAation. When

a pen4on had conzideited death, and ha4 come io the conclu4ion a4 io how

Ae wi-dhe4 iv /ace 24 and in what atm.:rite/Le, what Right,' do we have to
1 n 4 gn
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to ifinofte It Le wiehe.6?

7.:14teett fiyee cowl, jadip..ca6ona cOIL euthrntaeia: Compaseion
and woman Aenee 2) the night to dLe with dbirtai 3) ihe convictiona
o4 numeAoue U914 neeportaible theologian-a, et/Li-a44 phye4cian4 and
othene and 4) what Ld "vitally ni9ht ehould be made legally peanLettible.

&tit Leh ationney Many Banning-ton etaie.e: "Death taken in one'd oun
.dme and with a eenee o4 purfpoee, May in fact be Can. mane bear:able than.
the pnocene oC waiSny to be aAbLtitaAily vaingui.ehed, A patieni near:.

Vte end oc hie 14e, Pt inziance, utio aitAanyee hi.4 dealt 40 (14 .4)

peinnit inmediate t/talz4eit o( a vital oftgan 4) a young pelt.eon, n4hi
well. led that he IX14 conveitting death int 0 a crteztLve act. "

55

O.tAei poL.LcLe.d (OA eu.thana4a ane pnopoeeth I) Making dying gentle
and eaey (dial:tuition co, painCul, dey/toding, titeahnenie, availabilLty
o( pain medi.aftion4, etc. ) 2) the terminally La. met have theiA
ondeal modeltaied (no.t Antaing.aen to expeitience everty hyalite o4 the
dLeeaee to the la.ei &Leath 3) laideen.-faiite (non-inteACeftence with
nalzate14 mace-me-a 4) pan9044 te/minating I4e when blamable and

56ayoni.#ng. dieea4e id pteeent and AXIL. tenntin4tion Ld dezi.n.ed

PROpo4ing. the leyatifation and acceptance. oC ea.thanactict oft a wide
ecale Le, howeveA, an oweeofne con/iideitatipn. Alhaee oC theee

would have io be boet cloddy pnitttect. Vie musat not take human .144 and
&waft potent.i.al 470 1414. We moat not be bo guich to condemn iho.le

"undeelitable.e" OA, &me adjageed to have no value in 14e iv ceittain
death. Patienie eugeiting. Ptom LLIneeeee deemed 2duteve.n.4i.ble, oomatoee
patiente thought to be pc/Ed-eying nothing, have been know .62 necoven.
"The line between Pteedom and compulasion L6 a pertilouely thin one, and
what Le zoun in compa.adon and .eynpatity can beaft the Ptait oC Illtutali.ty
and inhumanity. '57 121



The idea that death can be made as natunal as kath and a

beautLful exlaeai.ence foa all by means of euthanasia Le an ovea-

aomanticLon of the subject with sacit we a/Le cleating. Rathea than

death wi.th dLni4 deatk /Loraine aYte ulthisa.te iiu1in24. We :Rua

noi Amiga looh at the value of lunan life, the finality of cleat/4

the psychological erects this taw have on patients, canilLe4 on the
58

moaale of .the nation.

Daniel Maguiae coutizins against too /Lea4 and baoad acceptance of

euthanasia a a way of death: '7/te luman spiait can area& and taaraelmo

and because of this, Lt dwuld be 41014 veay start; i adnLt deepaia.

Plan Ld a self-bianecencling animal and he has a native ACIAAtt

cend even the foacee that move him *Wald 41.1.Zeide. The 4124:Calt mooc4

of cou/Lee, chea not give M4 eminence lo aileAnativee ... Lt i4 dice

Autv(tuas Sur a/Le to be moaally indi.ctec4 not the victim who ses

the only aemaining Relief." 59 Hope and love ate eseential ingaediente

of 14e, and we must pawl against orzAting ih.ette aside isoo

Although Kohl aagues the basic painciple that I4e 4ac.1e4 the

"sentence-.types" he cites give cauee fo.t negection:

I) One ought nevea to kill an innocent human being becaLLee in

Jane ite2ig2thL4 oa papioneligioue sense 14e i4 smiled

2) ... becaude ALCA an action is unjust

3) ...ire-cause 4UC1L an action may (oa must) lead unclesiaable

consequences

4) the sentence 'one ought neve.% to hill an innocent &man being'

expiteeses an ultimate monal principle

5)... 6ecautre such an act would be &Leaking some code of Icso

6) one ought not to comnit an act of euthanasia because such an

act mould be Wept 122 4.52
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7) ... becau4e L i4 unjuot l ihe Alen-de 4 ptuadting 4onteone

Sten no puniduneni i4 due

6ecau4e, aLihough L meAciAl, meAciAl act:: aAe Jame how

1"111.6i

... becauee Li may lead to undeoirtable coneequetced

10) one ought neveA to maim eulhanahia peva-44We, 6ecau4e Ae/Le

Lt1 eVidertee °that people 0/10 ought not to dLe wiLL di.e, and iitat Ld

un(aiA

I I) one oughi neveA to hill on innocent lumen being becau4e 4uch

on action mu41 lead to unde4i4able con.dequenced

12) i.he henience 'one oughi noi .io hill an innocemt Amman being'

expluz44e4 a &same (uLtiorate) moAat principle, a pianciple that La

the (.inal aAbileA

13) the hed.ence 'one oughi not to hill an innoceni &man being'

expitemed an ullimaie mo/tal pAinciple, a pith:cif:Le lhat connol
0
be Aeclaced

6
.m, 04 ju..4tili.ed by, WI appeal .62 oiltet =lee Oa pancipte.4.

What Kold ovate tha1 thede pAineiplea whia aAe .a) Aecillibi

accepted on ihe 4u4ace, can be .ohown in be nal 42 haAd and Put ad

Aulets. The buttlt oc tAi4 opp.Li.e4 lo lAe a/vane:Ltd pit edhanata.a. A

44ace examination, ihe ade 4 Romani2c 41ogan.4 ("we allow MAI bu-t

noi meAcy"), Ake u.de o it appeal io enolion ky AttiOnoled 0 101294.4A2129.

OA CletONAL4 coal noi 44ice. A clime and caAe4u1 exaainalion ma4t

be made, 4e9aaRd muAt be Jet, indivizlual peuvant ca4ed nuizt be

con4ideAec4 and alleAnalive exanined.

Digicullle-a in leria14212on ojf ealhanada have alAeady been

encounteted An &filth:. The &LULA plan included man# 4age9aaA4

lo maim the pnaceda.te applicallon canbeitAtorne, cold-blooded and

unAeali-ati.c. The pnocecluAe calL4 Pc a lonmal appli.cation 127 be
1 23 4.53
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4ubrnitted Aequining tao witne44e4, to a euthanatu:a 04e/zee appointed by

the gove/rnment, accompanied 6y a medi.cal centificaie 'nom Az attending.

doctott and anothen independent docton. etanadia 14 then adminiatenorl

in the pitezence r2 witne44e4.

A bill pAopo4ed by .the orthatadic SocZety in New Yonh 4pecilied

-the applicnnt 6e oven, 2/, 4ane, and petition the couitt wi-th an agadavit

tfwm h14 doctoA that he ha d a di4ea4e Stich 14 A:namable, 4 conmi

o1f

ttee
ilutee 4:4 appointed by the a a ant and upon a cavo/table Aepottt the count

4/2011 gitant a euthanadia ceiLtificate. 84 AtitZU desined 6y the petitione/L

euthonizoza may be aoinini4tened by a docioA o/L any otheit petwort chaden

by ihe patient 04 comnit,tee. The pennit can be 14.4ed only mien. and
62

deained

The *zee o1f rid-tar:het diapnacsi4 Matti alao be conzicle/ted P44lcian4

atte not inAllible, and 4uc1L ca4e4 have ocaumed No-euthanadia foitced

would angut that u e have to achp t a bottom ti.ne ojf tALtei in dealing

with the medical pnocemion, bat .the 4everti4 oit -the id:due denande

conzidenation o,f 4h4.4 cacto/t.

The po44i6dlity aZdo exi.44; 04 a curce 64ing (ound within the time

4pan oil a peA.tyn expectancy. Rad Ale indeed a 4URZ ChaRCe7 04

MeCIA,cal Cli4cove.d.e.4 ()Ate: /Lefritte yea/Ld o e4ting 6eione being made

hnoun and available to the public; howeve4 it 44 a factoit to 6e

con441enp4 P4dician4 do know what /Lemma 14 going on and how newt

a 6/teaht4 nough may be. The conzide/tation can at.do be made that the
dideade may have done 411CA. Vden.a.lie and inttevert4ilrle danage to the body

that a "carte" would not be able to neve/r4e the danage abready done.

Di1ical4 avid lie in edtabliehing blue cortnent mien a peAgon

44.4e/ung. n extnane pain. 1"e/140n4 In Aid condition often

eve/Liz/ice die/mating nvo4 4 not mead conta4ion, and ent i4
124 .54



impaidted What id unbar/table jfo, the pemon one day may be beaitable the

next. 2emia4on4 do ocavt, diming which time .tice patient could choo.de

moite judiciowdly.

The 4.t. caggle astainAt death and PA 14e thterzgthenA i/te pea:Kin'4
11ALll itecovert and ae4.4.to iline.44. Wi.VL euthana4ia mid ihe deneiti
o4 hope be abandoned too trickly.? Would concidence Lit phy.ii-ciaad be
loAt 4 L weite undeit.atood that eathancbdia wad aliefulati.ve
available?

The Peaty oPen Augem along with the iAdi.vidual in a long. and

Who.de neeld uould be 4e/tved by euthanadia? Would
the paddibility not exi.di oc eading ..duge/Ling. (O/L the (artily at
expenAe o4 onel 4 Ige? What itO uld be tite emotional and pdychological

e4fect.4 on the comity acteit Auch. a Ilex-Lesion weite /Leached? The dang.eit

ojf 4e14-deception d appaitent he/Le.

ile/Le anotheit queAtion Ld iraLde4 Lit ca,sed .duch ad the Quinlan cade:

.that o4 cinancial buAden. Since the cani-ty had /teque.dted that bteatment
be diAconti.nued and the CD LI/Ltd and the ho4pitat kve denied that /Leered,

ma/rally ite4pon.diA1e to pick up the tab on the luotAectd o)t dollaA4

pe/t day that that bteaiment Ld coating?

6uthanadia could be a conAddion o4 de4paiit in the mediza
p/to4e46ion, a denial o4 hope %abut Avt.thedt p/zog/Le44 (wined incuAable
di4ea4e.d. Would /Le/Jet:wit halt a4 a /teAult ojf eat1zanad2a.2 &evicting. an
eady death mild be doubt:tut 4, e/ta.de mut homo/L at the lam o4 Pliende

and nelat2ve4, at the 1044 o4 Aonoited mem6er:4 o4 410LP...by, at the

watt& ot mankind Man wi-tl no doubt alwayA 4t4ive 4, aeduce Auge/ting
and towa/td hid unattainable goat o, inno/dat14

&IdeAly aite. becoming incitea4ng 6LuLden.d on 4ocio-t4J wL Wte

125 4.55
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inc/Leade in diteLit poputati.on due 42 medical advanced. Social changed

h.ave changed attitided Lit ih.e. Arai-Cy uni.t, and A.e ddeiz4 a/ze no .longet

ca/ted co/z. La .the lzome, but cute demi away .to Ae..at homed. Viziid Prom

comity in dome caded cute at beat inPareni. Levet (24 caite 2.o p00/11 and

4e beamed mundane and Inearungtem ,o/t. many Azdiderad. ezdhanadia

a zolation .the becbaclen and denite /Led& teat:, o4 ihe.de Iwmed?

Celdainly Aid 4.efected Bat wird (24 .the egect o4 ditede pneadun.ed

on -the eicleAly? OPten .the "golden yea/id" cute Aeached wi.th little in .the

way o4 udeP"Lt occupation, Pindd, in.ten.edid v mahe Lice meaningf.ut.

legalliged euthanadisa mahe Aid option athractive o he eldelity.2

Will mahe duicide a mite attAacti.ve option? "The pexdon

inclined do duicide duge/id Prom vidion dinned by pain. When we aite in

pain, oun peAception o4 athert AealLti-ed Ld minimal. We notice LiJiLe

o4 &twit Ld going on aizound U4 Pan..tiat vL4oa Leadd 42 bad monal

The Plui.gut LLve.a o4 many peAdond who gave 14e anoihert. chance OR who

attenyded duizide and gaited and 1ateA Aejoiced La .tlieht itoiluite indicate

.thal ihe duicidcd decLdion Ld, by Ltd na,tvite, flat bathed in dem
63

The wzginnen.t 1.4 made ihat euthanadi.a would weahen oun. molzat

.tencling iv minimige ihe aro/dance oA human .14e. Having gizan,ted

death. by choice mould we ihen have miininziged .the moitai Alb/tic .that

hold., Inman 14e zacitece Chan.lotte PeAltiad cidman, dzo chode duicide

ave.:, a dlow and honitible death, dizzied in AEA clozing nate& '71ze time

appooaching. when we dhaLt condideA L abhonizeni mut civilisation

iv aLlow a human being .to be in pnolongell agony uil.ich we dIwuld

me/1.42114 end in ony o.then cAeatun.e. " Pain and 444eiting, .tubed

and machined aite aLv clenofialiging.

WeAe eathanazia 42 become a legat iteaLL4 sa,egua/uld would have
126 4.56
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have to be provided and t 41.4 uvven to protect again...4.i abuzed and

foul play. Foit thid iteadon alone, the quedtion mu4i ere approached

with if:vitiation, and with caitefut ingainy. We mudi be iune Ard the

quedtion of an inclividual'4 1.4e Le not being. given oven o a boand

govennment appointed buneau. 6uthanadia 4hould Amain a private

deci4ion, and all cane be .tahet 40 Le not adniniatened /PA Wm

convenience and expediency of &their-1 )44 human. bell:94 we have

failing4 and prejudiced which knpairt moltal judgment. The high monal.

quality of all (in and out of porde/r) cannot be guananteect Once

in-la-tut* pAecautiond uould be nevi e pnevent the widening of

eu.ezonadid inducle non-fatal Ltinehzeh.

Anli-eathartaaia fonce4 aftgue that 17104i death4 today aite peacefut

modem pain /relieving &urge. t Le biue modenn &sup have

iteLieved a peat deal of 4uffening ,O/L mankind Howeven, with mo4i ncut-

coti.c Alga throng enough t o itelieve the pain of the ielltItillat Atage4

of illne4d, a panadox OCCLUZ4. The effect of .dte 4ane do4age deateaded

aPeit the dAug yiven ove/t. a prolonged pen,iod of time. The/4mA

the accepted practice Le give ihe rninimat dadage, even it full
nelief nat given, 40 ICIAgelt dohay...6 cute available o do 4onre good

late4 on. When maximum dadaged an.e gime: and no ne-lief obiaine4

the decizion had .to be made cte o roltethen to gi.ve .duch Lange dadaged

of pain-nelieveit ah endangen neppidtalmui 'unction, and w e ane back

252 the dilemma of eatitanahia.

Retiiiiouh oppohLtion ezdzanahia hah been bniefly covenec4 The

theo/ty fin4i of all that therm Ld a iod and tha.t fiLd pion id to elevate

man by having him .duffen. cledeitve4 dome thoupi and exanination.

inteAfenence ,D/L MR to end 4uffeiring, id Li not y.ea.teit in.te..4"eitence

pLeven.t death and ptolong zuffening.2 Arte4theti.c4 childbinth mite
1 97 4.57
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oinally apptheed on the 6aeLe .thai food had iaended PA women 4.)

.auccert in childbiah. The Bible Le laden tuLilt accoun,te o4 &Late

and capikt punLahmea in .'lLe name o4 the LOACLaelte MA no condemnation

o4 Abifly/w/z, who chthee iv die, LK hie loit4LLI. Auond-beaneR, who ca/usied

oat hi.4 wildh PA. him 674ed 9:5065
. The Bible ateo stated "Bleaded alte

ihe mei:x4ur. Se Man indeed only an inhakian4 a AtavaAr4 o4 ALa bodd44 .

having no itighte to deteAmine lzLei Acte..2 "The dominaa gudeo-CluLLetian

vial, Lei -Mai, uttimately, L La oc4 nat man, who /zad .the p/Leilogative

ojf ,the diApaeal o4 human 14e. Yet ... ItaLlnwAh o4 lusnani.ty La

4/Leedom and .thai ihe glom' o4 being Ivan Li piteci-aely litat we can

btan.acend .the i2,nU.a o4 OWL nanzne."

Theite La cterudy a need 4o/L mo/Le dLecumion and decinition befo/te

ezoceeding wi.th wideepsead .tegaligation 4 eathanazia. .9ncitea4ed

education on .the .eabiect 4 death and dying would noi only lead a4

a mo/Le irdeiligea and moital choice on ilz.e .exibieet 4 ealtana.eia, bat

would aid ue A, help ilLe dying, and owteelvee, .to Ace dealt and elying,

mo/Le peace4ul4c and with lede 4eadt and angui.eh. The Requeet Pit dealt

doeen'i mean a .temzinally LII pe/Leon Le blab/ at peace and iteady io die.

We mu.d encocurage peo pie iv 4ace ,the pwceee 4 4irui wi.th dr.ng.

izaltelL .than pad4/1g hie maim, into 6ze hand,' o4 medical pemonnel. We

rflaat gualid again.et haeiening ,the eldeAly ,to deathe by ihe 4ubile

coe/Lcion o4 a 40ci.e4 which /wake .the ca/Le o4 ilte aged and LU ao one
67

o4 Aie nrozt oneitoue bwrden.e, mu4 menial:ft an awaitene.4 o rth.e

dige/Lence between 11/2/Ld a:4RA zuch ae ihe Quinlan cade and ha,e.tening

Ilte death o4 Ike eldenly.

Sn ilte Van Amen ca4e, wheiLe a /teepee-6ml lo/rme/L piteeidea o4 the

Union Theological Seth:a/Li coffn:Ltied dui.eide wi.th ItLa wilte a4teit long

thrugglee oat muLtiple .e.t/wItee and_pain4u1 LLInee.eee, a zituation
128 4.58



Lo 4aid to zome 4eaned 4uch an. act

... a genen.at picinciple cot& not be laid down. &ch. cade uvuld have

to be vonsidened on Liz ou.n. mela.tz. " The 9uedion4 4.tALL 4.enaist az to

how 4Ldc oa disabled one must be (on. suicide to be acceptable in çod's

4i9h4 What 2.4 one's Aesponsibili.ty 412/1.14.V0/14 C14 well a4 .to one4e4?

kte theite atheit cidicumianceA .that migh.t wamant behaviol0 Say
68

by a canily on iite 6ninh o( staAvation-2

We now (ace nealigation (2( the eveA-incneasing Pid (24 the indiv-

idual to maintain. and exeizeLde AL4 oveA matiens agecting /724

tile and death, his mind and bocly. We (ace. Az nealities og ihei-dolation

and lam o4 coninal augeited by the aged and dying, .the Relentless

pnessune (2( modeAn meacine, patie4/14 O( abandonmen4 deception

cold conspinatonial silence at a time when bzu.s4 openness and comunization
69

cue atucial. DA Leon Kase, p44Lcian cud moleculair. 620109444

woAhing in 610-med2cal ethics stated: "Digni-ty will /reign only 4 we

can push belch ogizious docto44, machine.% and ho4pL4Ll adminizbratonz.

... 4 death widit cLLni4 maVliAn oat io be .vmething /tam and mammon,

Lae a 14e wi-th "

Death is a pnocess, not menely wi even4 and w e must Aenedy

the LLLô (2( .the process nathen. than the event. We Pnd owl...delves at

best cutcm(ontable and inadequate usidA the dying. &then. than pushing

ihen og inio a pnivate noom whene they won't be 40 obvious, and not

bothening oui consci.ence, we will have to deal wi.th .th.e p/to&ten and

bey 4; help them 4ce death. and dying wi.th mon.e peace and mane dignity.

We need to allow mut dying to hnow alai the (cilium holds 111/1. them.

An ind.i.viduat luz4 a Aigia knou, wza. Ld 90411.2. Olt Ii /144 604 and

what the (ukuce holds Pn. 24e. We need to allow individuals to

monk thnough the 4dia9e4 04 deru:a1 angeA and 9n2e4 so they will have
129 4.59
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the oppontunity to come to an acceptance of thein death. When a pen.don

Ló ate to accept hi.d death and let go of unnirlly matenial thing4, he

can pow explone and cli.dcoven him.delf, and to die in peace. 7'
atengie4 which wene dinected o cwang the pati.eni-and tneatirui

the cll.:made ivuld be abandoned when .the cli.deade had become twuninal cud

Ae4e enengi.e4 dinected ivuland moire human cane in. Onde,t o maize that

penaon'4 14e az canfontate aa poz.dible while helpin g. hhn lo lean

death led.d. Deception and wtging the patient to AjI4 meaninglead

deceit4 Aid/ az "you' a feel betten tornonnow", only tweed cli.dbutet and

nedeniment

Sadtead open and mutual .duppont can be gi.ven. Ilo.ipi.ced have been

developed providing 'On honedi and .duppontive cane of .the dying. Nene,

appaded ..dome .hadpi.tatd, dea#A. 4een a a pan.t of Life, and not

a4 a failune. Fnee movement of the fanily La encounaged nailte4 ilzan

ne.dzted Pain medicationd, and "maimed hallucinogen4Lc4 ane

pnovided fneety wi.thout Pan of addiction On ne.dpirealmui anfi.etti.

DivenAion4 and Reciteation4 ane pnovided a deained and effo/d4 made

mahe the enviurrn;ment Lem inAtitationaliged. No u.delesd 41149.elaed

cute penPuner4 no pnolongation of life encouneagerl Coops/ration and
72

honedty oci-atd between patientd, nitnde4 dOd0/141 and fanily. A

place of /refuge and .dafe padzage La pnovider4 an envimnment die/Le

peace can be found and death faced with c1LpnLz natheA than fem.

Nonman 5 2ohn-5teva4 14604 the clitertna of eldhanazia in thLa way:
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32.

Thene ceniaittly noi only a nighi A; Jive, &Li a itigki
io die in peace. ... Re.14 Ptom phy4ical pain 41 1.15000.tan.i

.ifte 612.i even mone in th71ti Ld .the need io ad4uage Ite inneit

al-deity and lonelinette oc.ien pito-dent. What cau4e4 mom agony in

dying people ihan anylAing. el4e Ld ifte 4en4e oit being mettle...ten og

wizen iitey adze, in. itaci, ali.ve. Me (Anal 4.iage o4 an inclinable

illne44 can be a waatel.an4 End expenience o4 iho4e who look

aitte/t ihe dying i.d ihca L need no.i be 40: Li can be a vital
pertiod in a pe/t4on Ate, iteconciling him is, lice and death and

giving an ilde/11.0/L peace. To achieve Ai.e, ini.en.de, loving, and

iacicul cane and coopenation ane needed beiween /tela.i20n4 and

medical atiencleni4. ThLd painAialting, c3n4cien,iiou4 and

con44uctive appitoach 4 Az dying i4, 7 believe, none hunan and

compa44ionaie ihan Vie 4na4&n9. owi pitop24ed 6 .ilz04e who may be

wea-intentioneth bui who _seen 4, unden4iand Lade o4 /teal

needd ojt .thoze ih.ey ane 4eehin9 4, help.73

TIE 60
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colvausu

The clileanza ojf ewthanazia Le one which ha4 iv be (aced J. Lo noi

One in uitich a hwutied on 4en.timen4.zl decizion wiLL 4ugi.ce. Nei-then

one in which dichee and nelbyau4 4lopn4 wiLl nenclen an

appnopniate and monal judgmen.t. 5 Li noi 40 4imp2e a4 io 4ay Acti

killing Le wrong, fon convendely pirolongatian 0jf zugening

n4/U:2 S1., i4 no 40 44mple ad 4afr Aat not pnovicling the ultimate

in cane (on luctan 6ein93 14 wnong, Sten ihe o4 when death

occund 44 now 40 cnucial an i.44ue.

Synpathy (on tizade 44e/z2ng in the ieminal Atclaged

and otut otat uncomitontablene.44 oak death, can lead U4 42 accept pat

4olation4. Pnob1en4 do not ead.i 4 we pat OUR headd in the 4anzh On

we pat the pn0b1en4 out o4 44114 Ratken ihan deal wi.th ihe problem

and 40ciat LLL Aat have cneated &tug abu4e and juvenile delinquency

we have ch04e2 Lange "coiutectional" in4tiisktion4 thz.e pnion4 which

keep the individual otz.t o4 Ae view oc 4ocie4 (On a 4peci1&ed peniod

o4 time.

The 4ubject o4 dem% La 40 pave and Pnat a &Leona Aat we
c i nedolve Lt 40 4imp4 and ineptly. We have ,tahen on

ne4pon4bili4e and will have iv itace U. We will have .to mama&

di4cti44ion o4 Aubjeat o4 death, explone mut Peling4 on dealt, and

then be Iv:aye enough II, help Az clying deal wi.th ARIA oun pen4onal

death, a4 we all 40meday otudi do. When we ane able io 'ace up 42

mut cinZtene44 penhap4 we will be able ,to 'ace. up ,to min nedpon4bili4

to Ae dying, in pnoviding ho4pLce4 and home cane, in providing. hone44

and coun4eling, in pnoviding a none pain Ptee death wi.th a maxim= o4
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cligni_ty. We wilt a-1,1) have ..to ilace up OWL ne.dponzibili4 Vie

.the eldenly and hometee.a, mahe i4 becone a mime meandizaul

and aibtactive att!nnaiLve ihan dectih.
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A MODEL OUTLINE OF HAYAKAWA'S LANGUAGE IN THOUGHT
AND ACTION by Terry L. Willard and David Willard,
Skagit Valley College

The following exhibit is a good example of the text-outlining required
in a number of Open Classroom coursesprimarily introduction to logic.

This modeZ uses Varvard Outlineo (numbers, letters:indentations).

Supposing that the author wrote the text from a similar outline, the
eff'ect to work fbr is restoring that outZine.

Mbst texts provide the major framework of the outline in the table of
contents. Major sections of each chaptersometimes given in the table
of contents or in the actual text--are the lettered entries.

The arabic-numbered entries (1, 2, 3,...) summarize each paragraph. They
state, in short form, the Zead or trailing sentence that gives the main
sense of the paragraph.

What's the purpose of outlining the text?

Actually, there are several good reasons fbr choosing this method of
learning.

i. To convince the teacher you've read it
ii. Nothing is retained from passively reading a book passively;

to be regained, infbrmation must be reacted to in some way--
outlining a text is one method of reacting that seems to work
well fbr most people.

iii. The outlining process helps you see the way the book is
organized; this is important.

This joint project was submitted by two rather interesting brothers.
Terry is a member of the Washington Highway Patrol; David is one
of Skagit County's Finest--a deputy sheriff. The Brothers Willard and
their colleagues make ethical discussions lively, interesting and
practical.
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BOOK ONE THE FUNCTIONS OF LANGUAGE

Language and Survival

A. What Animals Shall We Imitate?

1. Common philosophy of some people who think of themselves as
toughminded, realistic, that human nature is selfish. Survival
of the fittest. Allows people who use this philosophy to
justifY themselves their actions. Law of the jungle.
a. Interspecific struggle - warfare between different species of

animals
b. Intraspecific warfare - among same species

2. Man - talking animal

B. Cooperation - among other species and among the same species is
essential for survival.

1. Same species - noises of same species to help each other. A shout
of warning. Humans use voice contact by language, animals are
limited by sounds.

2. Animals use sounds for danger. To alert others. Interpretation
of sound for fear and danger can be made by other species.

C. Pooling of Knowledge

1. Besides language there are clay tablets, bits of wood and stone,
skins of animals, permanent marks and scratches to record
knowledge. They stand for language.

2. Human never dependent on his own experience. Uses experience
of previous culture, past relations, friends, realtion. Sees
errors and takes up where they left off. Covers written words
recording procedures through history.

3. Withdrawl of cooperation - closing of flowing of information
and knowledge.

D. Niagara of Words

1. How does affect life - newspapers, T.V. news, novels, magazines.
A flow of words written and spoken through the day, week, month,
year.

2. Importance of verbalization - taken for granted. Common action.

3. Semantic environment - the moral and intelluctual atmosplorP ia
which we live.

E. Summary - Human fitness to survive means the ability to talk wri-.e

listen and read in ways that increase the chances for you and
fellow members of your species to survive together.

Symbols

A. The symbolic Process

1. Animals struggle for food or leadership. People, unlike animals
struggle for symbolic items - money, titles, rank, show of social
presedence.

2. This symbolic process is where human beings make certain things
stand for other things.
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3. Symbols change with time - clothing

4. Food can by symbolic, also our homes and things in them

5. We need to understand the symbolic process to keep from being
victims of that process.

B. Language as Symbolism

1. Most highly developed, most subtle, and most complicated.

2. No necessary connection between the sumbol and that which is
symbolized

The Pitfalls of Drama
1. Includes stage, movies, t.v.

2. Audience confuses the real with what is symbolized

D. The Word is Not the Thing

1. Most of us have some improper habits of evaluation

2. We place value on the symbol rather than the thing it stands
for - example, go into debt to look ptosperous

3. With the rise of modern communications systems, there is more
confusion of verbal symbols with realities

4. Our environment is shaped by semantic influences

5. Principals giverning symbols:

a. Symbol is not the thing
b. Word is not the thing
c. Map is not the territory it stands for

E. Maps and Territories

1. We live in two worlds
a.,First-hand experiences (extensional world)
b. Knowledge received verbally (verbal world)

2. If two worlds correspond - one is prepared for life

3. If false extensional experiences are related to verbal ones there
will be confusion

4. We inherit a lot of useless knowledge, and some must be discarded

5. Two ways to get false maps
a. Given to us
b. Create them ourselves

F. Applications - keep card file to illustrate confusion of symbols and
things

III. Reports, Inferences, Judgments

A. Verifiability

1. Reports are verifiable
2. Men are forces to agree on certain things because of circumstances

B. Inferences

1. A statement about the unknown made on the basis of the known

2. Some errors will be made
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C. Judgments

1. All expressions of the writer's approval or disapproval of the
occurrences, persons, or objects he is describing

2. Choice of words can change a report to a judgment

D. Snarl-Words and Purr-Words

1. Be careful to allocate the meaning correctly

2. Should be accompanied by verifiable reports

E. How Judgments Stop Thought

1. A judgment is a conclusion

2. In report writing the early paragraphs often contain too many
judgments so that there is little left to be said

3. Judgments induce temporary blindness

F. Slanting - even if explicit judgments are kept out of one's writing,
implied judgments will get in

1. How to give an impartial report - write two accounts

2. Selecting details favorable or unfavorable - slanting. A technique
of lying without actually telling any lies.

G. Discovering One's Blas

1. Depending on our own interests and background, experience comes
to us already slanted

2. Writers should avoid slanting except when he is seeking special
literary effects

Contexts

A. How Dectionaries Are Made

1. Begins with reading vast amounts of the literature of the period
or subject that die dictionary is to cover

2. Editors collect Nrrious uses of words

3. Words are sorted .1phabetically

4. Definiticns are written - excluding opinions of the authors

5. It is a task of remrdinR - the writer is a historian

B. Verbal and Physical Cit...;t6

1. We learn by exp florr

2. Dectionaries cnn 01 there is to know about a word

C. Extensional and 1nten3ionsi ',ntekt!

1. Extension - can be pointed :u the physical world

2. Intensitinai - quf.,gested ins :e one's head, cannot be proven

D. The "orx ww.a, One Aeanine FaiThey

1. No wurli evqr hes 4xaltly the '1411e meaning twice

2. .7.0:6.,':,;eq, kioo we" be b45ed oa the totality of contexts
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E. Ignoring Contexts
1. Common example - taking a few words from a speech and making them

the basis of a misleading account

2. Words mean different things to different people

F. The Interaction of Words - we should use the dictionary in addition
to context to get the meaning of words.

The Language of Social Cohision

A. Noises as expression

1. Loudness and tone convey sensations more than the words said
_

2. We must interpret sounds to get meaning

B. Noise for Noise's Sake

1. Talking gives us a sense of being alive

2. We like the sound of our voices

3. Small talk - the prevention of silence is an important function of
speech

4. Being together is more important than giving information

5. We are careful to select subjects about which agreement is
immediately possible - therefore we can become friends

C. The value of Unoriginal Remarks

D. Maintenance of Communication Lines

E. Presymbolic Language in Ritual

1. No one comes out any wiser or better informed from a pep-rally, etc.

2. Religious ceremonies - reaffirmation of social cohesion

F. Advice to the Literal-Minded

1. Use of verbal symbols is customary between humans

2. Highly educated people tend to consider things literally, and they
become pessimistic about human nature in general

I The Double Task of Language

A. Connotations

1. Report language is instrumental in character - it gets work done

2. Expressive use of language affects us and out feelings

3. Rhythm - repetition of auditory stimuli
a. Rhyme
b. Alliteration

4. Two kinds of connotations
a. Informative
b. Affective

B. Informative Connotations

1. Socially agreed upon, impersonal meanings

2. May include definition and denotation

C. Affective Connotations

1. Aura of personal feelings it arouses
4.75
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2. All words have same affective character

D. A Note on Verbal Taboo

1. Words dealing with excretion and sex

2. Words dealing with money

3. Death

4. These verbal taboos prevent frank discussion of sexual matters

5. Stronger verbal taboos have a genuine social value - safety valve
for anger

6. Same have authority in the Bible

E. Words with Built-in Judgments (deal with issues such as race, religion,
and politics)

F. Everyday Uses of Language

1. Must be accurate to give information

2. Give words the affective connotations we want also

[I The Language of Social Control

A. Making Things Happen

1. Commands, pleas, requests, and orders and the simplest ways to
make them happen by means of words

2. Roundabout ways to affect people's thinking

3. Humans are unique in being able to comprehend the "future"

4. We suppliment directive language by nonverbal affective appeals,
such as hand gestures, pictures, music, events, manner of dress, etc.

B. The Promises of Directive Language

1. Almost all directive utterances say something about the future

2. Falso promises break down trust

C. The Foundations of Society

1. Directive utterances that we cannot ignore if we wish to remain
organized in our social groups

a. We agree not to murder
b. We agree to drive on the right side of the road

2. In order to exist as humans we must impose patterns of behavior on
each other - this is done with words (directive language)

D. Directives With Collective Sanction

1. Usually accompanied by ritual

2. Usually they are the central purpose of ritual

3. Directive utterances made under collective sanctions

a. Almost always phrased in words that have affective connotations
to impress people

b. Often accompanied by appeals to supernatural powers
c. The fear of direct punishment is also invoked
d. The formal and public utterance of the vows may IN preceded by

preliminary disciplines of various kinda - a periou of training
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e. May be accompanied by other activities or gestures calculated
to impress the occasion on the mind - special music, special
clothing

f. May be followed by feasts, dancing, and other joyous manifestations
g. Sometimes the effect on the memory is achieved by frequent

repetition (pledge of allegiance)

4. All of us use and respond to these ritual directives

5. Many of our social directives and many of the rituals with which
they are accompanied are antiquated and somewhat insulting to
adult minds

E.-What-Are "Rights"?

1. They are directives

They define our behavior and the behavior of others

F. Directives and Disillusionment

1. We must realize that directives cannot fully impose any pattern
on the future. This saves us from having impossible expectations.

2. One should distinguish between directive and informative utter-
ances which often look alike.

3. One should not read into directives promises that they do not make.

ILI The Language of Affective Communication

A. Verbal Hypnotism - one way language can be made to work effectively.

1. The general "air" of saying something important is more important
than what is being said

2. Some people never listen to what is being said - they are interested
only in the sound

B. More Affective Elements

1. Repetitions of grammatical structures, example "First in war, first
in peace, first in the hearts

2. Direct address to the listener or reader, example "Keep off the
grass. This means you!"

3. The "we" device

4. Periodic sentence - distortion of grammatical order for affective
purpose

5. Antithesis - placing opposed notions together

C. Metaphor and Simile

1. Metaphors mean different things in various parts of the world

2. Personification - making animate things out of inanimate

D. Simile - something is like something else
Sometimes slang is 18ke poetry.

E. Dead Metaphor - cliches
They become so much a part of our regular language that we cease
thinking of them as metaphors at all
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F. Allusion - an extremely quickway of expressing feeling

1. Work only when the.hearer is familiar with the history, literature,
people, or events alluded to.

2. The study of history and of literature is a necessary means to
increase the efficiency of communication with others and of in-
creasing our understanding of what others-are trying to communicate
to us.

G. Irony, Pathos, and Humor

1. Product of conflict of feelings

2. Conflicting feelings resolve into a third, new feeling

H. The Affectiveness of Facts

1. The writer suppresses his feelings

2. The reader is made to participate in the communicative act by being
left to draw his own conclusions

I. Levels of Writing

1. Make judgments for the reader, example "True Confessions"

2. Highly sophisticated writing does the opposite by forcing the
reader to make judgments

J. What Literature Is For

1. Does not have to be "useful"

2. "True" does not mean scientifically true - can be truth of
attitudes and moral obligations

3. Literature creates the sense of what life feelslike in the living

4. Literature is the most exact expression of feelings, while science
is the most exact kind of reporting

5. Poetry is the language of expression at its highest degree of
efficiency.

F. Symbolic Experience - living other people's lives in books

1. People who have read good literature have lived more tnan people
who cannot or will not read

2. We find our deepest enjoyment when the leading characters in the
story to some degree symbolize ourselves - we like to identify
with the characters

3. It is immature to need to be reassured that everything will
always come out all right

4. As we progress in our reading our consciousness widens, as does
our sympathy for our fellow man

L. Science and Literatuare

1. Science makes us able to cooperate and understand each other

2. The arts enlarge our sympathies so !_ we become willing to
cooperate

Art and Tension
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A. Bearing the Unbearable

1. Important function of utterance is the relieving of tensions

2. Social tension is often a spur to creation.

B. Same "Symbolic Strategies"

1. Literary "escape" - the author of Tarzan was confined to a sickbed

2."The Jungle" brought about federal investigation of the meat
industry

3. Literature, and poetry especially, help us to maintain
psychological health and equilibrium

C.-"Equipment for tine---

1. Certain kinds of literature do not help us grow intellectually

2. Literature affects us all - come in harmful ways

3. We need to study literature and psychology together to see the
effects

D. Axt as Order

1. Man needs order to his experiences

2. Literature is the ordering of experiences and attitudes

3. The reader of literature becomes somewhat better organized and
that is what art is for
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BOOK TWO LANGUAGE AND THOUGHT

X Row We Know What We Know

&Bessie, the Cow

1. The Universe is always changing

2. We never actually see anything as it actually is

3. We have increased the capacity of our nervous systems with machines

B. The Process of Abstracting

1. The object of our experience then is not the thing in itself but
an interaction between our nervous systems and Emmett-ling outside
them.

2. There are various levels of abstraction - like ciimbing a ladder

C. Why We Must Abstract

1. It is convnient

2. It makes discussion possible

D. On Definitions

1. They tell us nothing about things

2. They are statements about language

E "Let's Define Our Terms" - this can be done by giving examples

F. Operational Definitions

1. Tells you what to do and what to observe

2. Cook books are good examples of clarity

G. Owing Oneself in Verbal Circles

1. We must beware of thinking which never leaves the higher levels
of abstraction

2. All of us make meaningless noises without knowing it

H. The Distrust of Abstractions

1. High-level abstractions confuse people

2. Abstractions should be referrable to lower levels so people can
understand them

I."Dead-Level Abstracting"

1. Some people get stuck at various levels of the ladder

2. Interesting speech and writing require the interplay of
different levels of abstraction

XI The Little Hen Whoyasn't There

A. How Not To Start a Car - do not mistake abstractions for reality

B. Confusion of Levels of Abstraction
1. Words can bring about a reaction just as the real object

2. Words cau change events
C. "Jews" - a single word can create in our minds a complicated picture

that may be very inaccurate
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D. John Doe, the "Criminal" abstract judgments

E. Delusional Worlds

1. Consciousness of abstracting prevents us from acting like fools

a. Things that look alike may not be alike
b. Things that have the same name are not necessarily the same
c. Judgments which may be based on reports are not reports

2. We learn two kinds of things
a. A body of ideas and beliefs
b. A way of holding them

3. We must teach awareness of the process of abstraction.so that
youngsters may free themselves from the wrong notions we might
teach them

4. There is no necessary connection between words and what they stam.
for

5. We must realize fully that words never "say all" about anything

XII Classification

A. Giving Things Names

1. What we call things and where we draw the line between one class
Of things and another depend upon the interests we have and the
purposes of the classification.

2. Example, animals are classified in one way by the meat industry,
another way by the fur industry, and another way by the biologist.

B. The Blocked Mind

1. People are not always aware of the way in which they arrive at
their classifications.

2. This blocks the development of our own minds.

C. Cow Is Not Cow - try not to jump to conclusions

D. "Truth"

1. Most intellectual problems are problems of classification and
nomenclature.

2. Society regards as "true" those systems of classification that
produce the desired results.

XIII The Two-Valued Orientation

A. The Two-Valued Orientation in Politics

1. In the U.S., with a two-party political system, there is a lot
of reason for uttering two-valued statements.

2. Orientation is difficult to maintain in practice. The two must
cooperate.

3. Some politics are extreme - no middle ground as in Nazism.

B. Man's Inhumanity to Man

C. The Marxist Two-Valued Orientation

1. You either agree completely with Lenin or you are an outcast
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2. Preoccupation with labeling

D. Two-Valued Logic

1. Logic is a set of rules governing consistency in the use of
language

2. Logic is language eJout language, not language about things or
events

3. There are pre-existing agreements as to what words stand for

E. Defeating One's Own Ends
1. Action resulting from two-valued orientations usually fails to

achieve its objectives. Usually achieves opposite result.

2. Sometimes a means of diverting public attention from urgent issues.

XIV The Multi-Valued Orientation

A. A Matter of Degree

1. We have scales of judgment

2. We become increasingly capable of reacting appropriately to
complex situations

3. The ability to see things in terms of more than two values.

B. The Multi-Valued Orientation and Democracy

1. Many publications avoid two-valued orientation

2. The legal process is multi-valued

3. Very few bills ever pass in exactly the form in which they were
proposed.

4. The language of science - infinite-valued orientation

C. The Pitfalls of Debate

1. In emotional expression, two-valued orientation in almost
avoidable

2. Statements made in everyday conversation can usually be found to
have some modest degree of truth value.

3. One should try to listen before reacting.

4. A multi-valued orientation is necessary to democratic discussion
and to human cooperation

D. The Open and Closed Mind

1. Speaker
2. Statement
3. Humans have two simultaneous tasks

a. Seek to know more about the world
b. While wishing to protect themselves from the world, especially

from information about the disbelief system that might prove
upsetting

4. You believe in your "belief System"

5. To be open to information about the disbelief system, is to have
an open mind.

6. The inability to see the differences among the various things

11--
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you do not believe in characterizes the closed mind.

XV Poetry and Advertising

A. The Poet's Function

1. Both make extensive use of rhyme and fhythm

2. Both use words chosen for their affective and connotative values
rather than for their denotative content

3. Both exploit ambiguities and play on words

4. Both strive to give meaning to the data of everyday experience

5. Both strive to make the objects of experience symbolic of
something beyond themselves.

B. Art and Life

1. In reading poety we identify ourselves with the characters the
poet creates, or with the poet himself.

2. Advertisers also invite us to identify ourselves with the roles
they portray

3. The identification which great poets invite us to make requires
of the reader both close attention and imaginative strenuousness.

4. Poetry and advertising make us use our imaginations and they
shape our idealizations of ourselves that determine our conduct

C. The Laureate's Task

1. American advertising has shown itself capable of performing a
poet laureate's function - that of giving expression to a nation's
ideals and sentiments on an important public occasion

2. This nation has no poet laureate like Alfred, Lord Tennyson

D. The Problems of the Unsponsored Poet

1. The unsponsored poet of today works in a semantic environment in
which almost all the poetry that ordinary people hear and read is
the sponsored poetry of consumer goods.

2. Any poetic language sounds like something is to be sold

E. The Symbols We Live By

1. Advertising is a symbol-manipulating occupation
Example - the symbols of adventure and sportsmanship are used to
promote cigarettes and liquor.

2. Poets must work with the symbols that exist in the culture, and
they must create new ones as well

3. Modern poets are forced to use obscure symbols

F. Symbols For Our Times - poacs must give us new images with which to
express new realities such as astronauts.

XVI The Dime in the Juke-Box

A. Intensional Orientation - dovers a multitude of more specific errors

1. The unawareness of contexts
2. The tendency toward automatic reactions

12--
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3. The confusion of levels of abstraction

4. The consciousness of similarities but not of differences

5. The habit.of being content to explain words by means of definitions
that is, more words.

B. Oververbalization - tends to go in circles

C. Advertising and Intensional Orientation

D. Higher Education, Learned Jargon, and Babuism

1. Some people look upon education largely as a matter of acquiring
a learned vocabulary without a concern for what the vocabulary
stands for.

2. Babuism - discourse in which the speaker thrown around learned
words he does not understand in order to create a favorable
impression.

XVII Rats and Men

A. Insoluble Problems

1. Trained to make a given choice when confronted by a given problem.
Even if it causes frustration.

2. Rats problems are created by man. Man creates his own problems.

B. Cultural Lag

1. Humans are so constituted that they inevitably organize their
energies and activities into patterns of behavior more or less
uniform throughout a social group.

2. Through long habituation to a professional or institutional way
of looking at the world, each tends to believe that his
abstractions of reality are reality.

3. Therefore, social institutions tend to change slowly, and become
outdated.

C. The Fear of Change

1. The pressing problems of our world are then problems of cultural
lag.

2. Wherever technologies are producing changes not adequately matched
by changes in social institutions, there are people under strain
and tension.

3. To meet strains and tensions, some strive for change

4. Wealth and power fear change

5. Ordinary people fear change also

D. The Revision of Group Habits

1. The solution of social problems is basically a matter of
adapting institutional habits to new conditions.

2. War solves a lot of problems - if the emergency is great enough.

E. The Extensional Approach

1. The escape from the two-valued debate lies in thinking about
social issues as problems of institutional adaption.

- -13 - -
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2. Don't ask "right" or "wrong"

3. We need to explore issues further to arrive at decisions

F. The End of the Road - will come without.the successful accomplishment
of institutional adjustments.

G. The Scientific Attitued

1. Can solve "insoluble" problems

2. Admit ignorance and partial knowledge

H. The Left-Hand Door Again

XVIII Towards Order Within and Without

A. Rules for Extensional Orientation - prevent us from going round in
circles of intensional thinking, to prevent automatic reactions, to
prevent us from trying to answer unanswereble questions, to prevent
us from repeating old mistakes endlessly.

1. Words and not things. Words never say all about anything.

2. The meanings of words are not in the words; they are in us.

3. Contexts determine meaning.

4. Beware of the word "is" which, when not used simply as an auxiliary

verb can crystallize misevaluations.

5. Don't try to cross bridges that aren't built yet. Distinguish

between directive and informative statements.

6. Distinguish at least four senses of the word "true".

7. When tempted to "fight fire with fire," remember that the fire de-
partment usually uses water.

8. The two-valued orientation is the starter, not the steering
aparatus.

9. Beware of definitions, which are words about words. Think wlY1

examples rather than definitions wherever possible.

10. Use index numbers and dates as reminders that no word ever has

exactly the same meaning twice.

B. Symptoms of Disorder

1. Sudden displays of temper

2. Worry

3. Tendency to be oversensitive, easily hurt, and quick to resent

insults

4. Tendency to talk too much and too readily

5. Knowing all

C. The Lost Children

1. Wish they knew it all

2. Need an adult example to follow

D. "Know Thyself"

1. We are what we believe we are.

--14--
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2. Some people have unrealistic self-concepts

3. Some concepts defeat a person

E. Reports and Judgments

1. Psychiatrist does not pass any judgments on us.

2. Can do this for oneself

3. We permit other people's judgments to influence us unduly and it
causes feelings of inferiority and guilt and insecurity.

4. In self-knowledge as in science, the conquest of little areas leads
progressively to the conquest of larger and more difficult areas.

F. Institutionalized Attitudes

1. Eventually will have no personality of oae's own

2. We must learn to know our own feelings and develop our own ideas
G. Reading Towards Sanity

1. Reading helps open our eyes to experiences

2. Reading and other language arts help us communicate and avoid
conflict.
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OLEANNA MATH PROGRAM

Previous ERIC publications:

Oleanna Math Program Materials: ED 103 088
Oleanna Math Program Smorgasbord: ED 103 089

Pp. 5.2-5.4: "To the Library--About those Math Audio Materials"

This 3-page set of instructions tells the librarian how to assist students
select the cassette needed from the sets of audio materials that Addison-
Wesley provides as tutorial aids-foF Keedy & Bittinger's Arithmetic,
Introductory Algebra, and Intermediate Algebra.

Thelibrarjan should be provided with the charts that accompany the set

P. 5.5: Something for sagging calculus students' morales.
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TO THE LIBRARY--ABOUT THOSE MATH
AUDIO MATERIALS
Frio Walt Coole

You have a number of recorded cassettes in your files--audio-cassettes
to accompany three o; the Addison-Wesley texts by Keedy and Bittinger.
Undoubtedly, some students will be able to specify which cas'..ette is
needed, simply by inspecting the chart.

Others will need training. You can diagnose the circumstance, simply
by noting that the student is a bit vague. For example, by a question
like: "I'm in a math class. I need that tape...you know."

The following routine should do the trick.

1. Ask: "Let me see your textbook." If the student doesn't have one,
send him to get it. He'll need
it to make any sense of the
audio; and you need it for
the rest of the interview.

2. Check the author. It should be If not, the cassettes won't help.
Keedy & Bittinger.

3. Chec:k the title.

Title

Arithmetic--A Modern Approach
Introductory Algebra
Intermediate Algebra

If it's none of these, ditto.

Course

Math 1
Math 2 6 3
Math 101

4. Ask: "Show me where you're having
trouble."

EXPLANATIOA,--refer to page 3, a
sample page of one of the texts.

Note that the texts are divided into.
chapters and subdivided into sections.
"2.4" indicates Chapter TWO,
Section FOOR.

There's an explanatory passage and
an exercise set for each topic
covered. Whichever the student
indicates, the cassette's audio
directs him to the explanatory
section.

If the student indicates the
course syllabus or can't point to
a specific passage in the text,
send hiw to the instructor.

5. If you can pin the section down, If you can't, refer the student
refer to the appropriate chart. to the instructor.
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Refering to the charts, pp. 4-6,
locate the section (lessons) each
cassette covers. Puil the appropriate
cassette.

6. Finally, ask: "Have you used any
of these math cassettes before?"

If not, pull cassette #1 (introduction)
for the student, also. Instruct the
student to listen to the introduction
first.

A few students will have to be
shown how to use a cassette player
on their first visit.

16 you have any tuubte with thi6, and can't get hetp 64om youtt

zuperwiaot, pteaae catt extention 143 and a4k 6ot Watt. 16 I'm not
them., team yoult name.
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arpter 2

DADDITION (WITH RIAAMING)

RENAMING TENS

Compare the two forms of the ackfition 18 + 27.

Expanded form Short form

1 8 10
+2 7 20

30

= 30

= (30

= 40

= 45

+ 8
+ 7

18
+27

+ 15 45

+ (10 + 5)

+ 10) + 5

+ 5

Note that 15 is renamed 10 + 5, then 10 is added to 30. This is shown by
the 1 (a reminder) at the top of the short form. Avoid writing reminders
unless it is necessary.

Do exercises 27 and 28 at the right.

RENAMING HUNDREDS

Compare the two forms of the addition 256 + 391.

Expanded form Short form

2 5 6 200 + 5 0 + 6 2 5 6
+3 9 1 300 -I- 90 + 1 3 9 1

500 '40 ± 7 6 4. 7

500 + (100 + 40) + 7
= (500 + 100) + 40 1-7

= 600 40 + 7

= 647

Note that 140 is renamed 100 + 40, then 100 is added to 500. This is shown
by the 1 (a reminder) at the top of the short form.

Do exercises 29 and 30 at the right.

704 Addition (with Renaml4g) 27

OBJECTIVE

Given two whole numbers, you should be
able to add them when renaming is necessary.

27. Complete the expanded form.

1 9

+ 3 7
1 0 +

+ 7

+ 16
= 40 + ( + 6)
= ( + 10) + 6

+ 6

28. Add. Use the short form.

1 9
+ 3 7

29. Complete the expanded form.

341 300 + + 1

+488 + 80 +
700 + + 9

700 + (100 ) + 9
=-- (700 + ) 20 + 9

+ 20 + 9

30. Add. Use the short form.

3 4 1
+4 8 8

Reprinted from Arithmetic: A Modern Approach, Second Edition by Mervin L. Reedy and
Marvin L. Bittinger, 1975 by Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc. All rights reserved.
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VECTOR: The Oleanna Underground. Vol. 1, #

by Second Cousin Steglinde*

You have survived several quarters of Open Classroom study and are now
what Uncle Thorbald calls a "battle-seasoned veteran."

Even if you are running into trouble and can't see which way to turn next,
we may safely assume that the cause of your distress is not--repeat not--
that congenital condition which leads to the accumulation of peanut butter
between the eyes and ears.

lf, during your Oleanna novitiate, you showed symptoms of C. A. I.
syndrome, either the spine-stiffening effect(of individual study has
corrected the condition, else you wouldn't still be here.

Examination of the areas surrounding, including the eyes and ears, will
probably reveal heavy scar tissue which effectively blocks absorbtion of
vital information, such as changes in the Open Classroom routine. Yes,
Uncle T does keep trying to improve perfection.

You may also be suffering from entercrainial edema and ego inflatus. The
symptoms are false euphoria, alternating with dizziness and acrophobia
in the presence of periodicity and hyperbole. The treatment of choice is
as follows...

Listen to Uncle Torbald. He, even as you, may have learned a thing or two
during the past five or six quarters. (Quartiles?)

Follow the instructions in the Good Book (Merriell, c. 1974).

A few weeks of this treatment is guaranteed to cure ego inflatus. For
intercrainial edema: heed Uncle's advice and use someone else's head for
a battering ram. Your scar tissue is a permanent disability, however.

If you ask politely, a sympathetic intern or even the Great Guru himself will
lead you to where Tante Brunhilde has left a clue on a bulletin board.

And reme r, Valkyries and Warriors, the war-song of Oleanna:

Tatty not taZth the ditectnix not
tet the tatuA tectu4 bat you& way--

NOA inveudy hinh and pi. GO!
FoAwaAd' DOM the Viti6etent4a2!

Let the Dertivative &Let whexe it may!
Up the Inde6inite Integtati Ho-Vo-To-Ho!

*Transcribed from the original Old Norse by Mary Margaret Kiesel.
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TIGER LEARNING SKILLS

Previous ERIC documentation: ED 112 5-,4

No additional material.

Tiger Teaching Skills and Open Classroom Studies in Management, previously
documented in Greenbook Abstract & Catalog--2, ED 124 256: no additional
material.
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